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This is the very last time I am addressing you as EDS Chairman. We are proudly bringing to you this Annual report, which
will contain all the best and finest of what we have done in this mandate of 2012-2013. The XLIII Annual Meeting taking
place on 31 July is a symbolic date of the end of month and end of an EDS personal era. With my departure, the old guards
have changed and new leadership will be elected that will carry this organisation forward in this turbulent year and decade
to come.
Many questions will be answered these years: Will the Euro survive? Will the EU be as it is in its current form? Will our
political systems be the same or will they undergo a significant change in order to regain the trust of citizens? Our generation will take over the helm soon, we will be deciding the fates of our countries and Europe as it is. It is my firm belief, that
EDS should be at the forefront spearheading these discussions and creating new politicians that will be able to answer the
questions of the 21st century.
Europe 2050 will be our responsibility and without repeating myself and going too much into stressing the need of education
as key, this is a corner stone on which EDS stands and I believe on this it will be able to move Europe. It has done so with
its breakthrough ideas in the 70s, 80s and 90s, there is space for new ideas now! The new political elites that will have to
arise from the formation process of the 21st century will all have to keep in mind that if their societies and Europe 2050 shall
be any success at all, we need a skilled educated population, lacking radicals and wishing to move forward united. I offered
EDS’ helping hand to the YEPP leadership recently elected at their congress, and I believe that together with our other friends
and allies across the Atlantic we shall achieve this goal.
Following our last years’ “Knowledge is Power” campaign, we continue on this policy path and dedicated the Vilnius Seminar and Council meeting to Youth Entrepreneurship and Innovation.
This year we put emphasis on Human Rights inside and outside of Europe several times. The Council of Europe co-sponsored a successful event on Roma minority issues in Slovakia and produced a very well written number of articles in the
issue of Bullseye from Trnava CM.
We earned praise for our activity in the EPP Congress in Bucharest, where for the first time in the history of EDS we nominated our own candidate for EPP Vice-president. Continuing the list of firsts, this years’ bureau was the first one in history
consisting of more women than men. Just as EDS was first to come to the Eastern Central European countries after the
fall of communism, and had a trans-border summer university, we feel a similar historical responsibility to Tunisia, Libya and
Egypt. We were uneasy and reported several times about the prosecution of international development organisations in
Egypt. We are hoping that a year later, there will be space for involvement. The networking dinner with Tunisian organisations last September served exactly this purpose and I feel EDS should be involved more with transfer of knowledge and
best practice in North Africa.
Simultaneously we do not forget our friends of the Eastern partnership. Our Winter University dealt with trans-border cooperation and student mobility into Schengen. Belarus keeps occupying ever fewer numbers of international organisations.
We are very proud that EDS is one of them, whose interest and support of Belorussian opposition does not waver. EDS is
strong, well organised, had a great team of bureau members this year and I hope that the bureau which emerges from the
elections on the XLIII Annual meeting in Berlin on July 31 will continue this legacy, keep the spinning wheels oiled and move
our beloved organisation to new heights.
All this I am hoping and wishing of EDS and I stay sincerely yours,

Juraj Antal,
Chairman
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GREETINGS

Greetings

Dear friends of the European Democrat Students,
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In the context of this crisis, solidarity means that the economic collapse in one country affects all others - inside as
well as outside of the Eurozone - the failure of one is the
failure
of all. Consequently, there is a clear obligation for the
4
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Wilfried Martens
President of the European People’s Party

Dear friends,

after another successful year for EDS, it is my privilege to congratulate you
for impressive work towards prosperous and better Europe. Now, more than
ever, Europe needs active, creative and awaken young generation. It is in a
need for energetic, educated young entrepreneurs and innovators.
For this very reason, I am no less than delighted to hear about your recent aspirations to promote youth entrepreneurship and innovation on your Council
Meeting in Vilnius. The success and the future of Europe depend on initiatives
like this. The young generation must recognise the importance of the creative
economy. The task of the Commission as well as EDS and organisations alike
is to stimulate the entrepreneurial mind-sets of young people and actively
promote the entrepreneurship as a viable career option. This can indeed be a
part of the answer to the current crisis and the unacceptable levels of youth
unemployment it has brought upon us
Entrepreneurship is a key competence for lifelong learning. Erasmus, part of
the European Lifelong Learning Programme, celebrated 25th anniversary in
2012 and is arguably the most successful student exchange programme in
the world, for it allows annually some 230 000 students to become part of
the educational process at another European university for a semester or
two. Do not be mistaken, Erasmus program is here to stay; the 2014-2020
Erasmus for All budget will be significantly increased compared to the current seven-year budget for existing programmes. Because we are aware that Europe’s model for growth and competitiveness must be based on new knowledge,
on creativity and innovation. Only an innovation union can be a prosperous union, fuelled by the growth that respects our environment, which generates high-quality
employment and involves as many citizens as possible.
In a light of this, one must not overlook the Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs, which not only stimulates exchange of skills and knowledge among young entrepreneurs
in Europe but also promotes the immense opportunities offered by the European Single Market.
I have a great concern with the current levels of unemployment among young people and on the need to foster students’ transition to the labour market. This is a
top priority of Europe’s political agenda. The Commission’s proposal to establish Youth a Guarantee scheme aiming to give every young people a good opportunity to
continued education, an apprenticeship or a traineeship, goes in the right direction, but needs decisive action from the Member States. The Youth Employment Initiative
will provide support to directly target individual young people, but more substantial financial means are needed.
Last but not least, I urge you to use the opportunity of the 2014 European elections campaign and invite your fellow students to cast their votes and convey the message
of the future Europe.

José Manuel Barroso,
President of the European Commission
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Dear friends,

more than 1.5 million young Europeans are members of European Democrat Students –
the biggest European political student umbrella organisation. They all live Europe in the
true sense of the word. This holds true in general, in everyday life – as well as in discussion about current topics touching politics, the economy, and society.
European Democrat Students is impressive proof of how young people passionately make
use of the chance to get involved. Your commitment is indispensable for the establishment of an active European civil society. It is not treaties, institutions or national governments themselves, but the more than 500 million Europeans who constitute the European
Union – and the youth is the heart and soul of this European Union!
The commitment of European Democrat Students is not to be taken for granted. Your
manifold activities reveal your enthusiasm for the European Union and your willingness
to participate actively. Your list of values comprises democracy, fairness, and solidarity.
These values are essential within a strong European Union. Moreover, they are a prerequisite to shape globalisation politically in such a manner, that it enriches our lives and
prevents oppression.
You focus on topics that deal with the current budgetary and sovereign debt crises in
a couple of member states of the European Union as well as progressing globalisation.
You always take the perspective of the young generation. Therefore, you get involved on such important questions on what European states can do to face
high unemployment effectively within the young generation in many countries of the European Union. With this you show how common efforts can lead to the
searching and finding of meaningful solutions. Furthermore, you get involved on such topics as new media, energy policies, and the mobility of academics. With
this, you also accomplish an important part in shaping the future of the European Union successfully.
Your commitment is an expression of the recognition that within the European Union we are all closely entangled with each other and that we also rely on each
other. If individual member states suffer, this affects the rest of the European Union. This is particularly true for the social situation of the people. It affects their
happiness in life lastingly. Only jointly we will be able to find the correct answers in the European Union to the crises and the distressingly high levels of youth
unemployment in many countries.
That European Democrat Students is breathing life into the European idea is a big encouragement for all those who in recent decades have built the house of a
united Europe. I wish to express my gratitude to you for putting the well-being of people in the European Union at the centre of your work.
With that you follow a principle of Konrad Adenauer who said: ”The central role of people in Western philosophy and theology seems to me to be the very core of
European culture [...] This is what we always should be reminded of when today we strive to build sustainable foundations for the future of the European people.”
I wish to all of you and all the young people who fill European Democrat Students and the European Union with life all the best and success in your future
endeavours!

Dear friends from European Democrats Students,

as Chairman of the EPP group in the European Parliament it’s a great honour for me to express my gratitude for your active participation in European youth policymaker
processes. Your dedicated work, efforts and good ideas are the competitive advantage that the European family has. I believe that in the 21st century we cannot rest on our
past successes. Instead, we have to move forward and embrace this visionary and challenging agenda. We have to ask ourselves a crucial question: what can we do, as
Europeans, to make Europe a better, safer and more prosperous place for all? In my view you are part of the solution. You - the young, skilled and educated people are part of
the modern solutions and creative approaches to this unprecedented crisis.
EDS has always worked very actively in the field of education. I am glad that this trend continues and you keep developing your portfolio. Education is not only a source of
personal fulfillment and development. It equips people with knowledge and skills which are necessary for tomorrow’s societies and economy. From its beginning, the European Union has been working very hard to improve the lives of the European people. And we all consider that this must continue to be our aim by enhancing accountability,
transparency and efficiency in the decision making process of European Institutions. I believe that the next generation of politics, which is taking shape in organisations such
as EDS, will bring the European project to an entirely new level.
I salute that you prefer to act and talk more of the solution instead of the problem. I’m glad that you deliver concrete proposals for encouraging youth employment and entrepreneurship. Therefore I’m looking forward to the next EDS event in Brussels and to our fruitful cooperation.
I wish you every success in all activities and initiatives within the EDS framework.

Joseph Daul,
Chairman of the EPP Group in the European Parliament

Hans-Gert Poettering,
President of European Parliament ret. and Chairman of the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung
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vinced young people, who carry the European message and take over the European construction that was launched by its
Founding Fathers in the 1950’s.

For decades, a number of EDS activists have fought for the
European ideas of freedom, democracy and human rights.

The European Union with its focus on those same values is
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With thousands of alumni EDS assembles a network of committed Europeans who shaped Europe over the decades.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

All the best,
Sincerely,

Joseph Daul
Chairman of the EPP Group in the European Parliament

BUREAU
REPORTS

Antonio
López-Istúriz
For the future
I am
happy to White,
continue our fruitful cooperation
European
Party
and I wish Secretary
you all General
the best
for People’s
the decades
to come – Europe
needs you.

Antonio López-Istúriz White
Secretary General European People’s Party
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BUREAU REPORTS

Leadership, Coordination
and Representation
After its new elections the bureau convened in its first official meeting in Sopron on the night of the Annual Meeting. One more day of continuous meetings distributing responsibilities followed with all Vice-chairs ready to start
fulfilling the promises. The new co-chairmen for the working groups were
chosen along with Henry Hill, the editor-in-chief of Bullseye. Since then the
EDS bureau kept to the tradition and had one more personal Bureau meeting
in Varnenes, France at the end of August. Many Skype meetings were held
and formed smaller task forces formed to coordinate external representation
and operative duties. A full list of our meetings and attendances can be found
at the end of this section for your convenience, in a table.
Keeping the structure of the professionalisation, the responsibilities were reshuffled amongst the bureau members, where each was responsible for one
policy area. This year the external representation fell to three VC, namely Eva
Majewski, Amélie Pommier and Ingrid Hopp. They alternated with the chairman in representing EDS in various fora and within the EPP. The chairman’s
duty was and always will be to provide oversight of the activities in each field
and motivate and guide the vice-chairs in their responsibility area. I must say
it was a pleasure and a challenge to work with such a great team of people.

Getting the most out of Meetings

The streamlining now became an automatic and very much used tool of EDS
work. Not only have our conference resolutions and Bullseye’s main themes

10

revolved around the topic of the council meeting and seminar, it became a natural thing for the delegates to expect this. During Policy days the work focused
on one single issue – the Higher Education and Research Programme - due to
be passed in Berlin Summer U. This programme will serve as policy input not
only to the EPP in Brussels, but any MEP candidate in each member state. The
Lisbon treaty has brought a new way of thinking about the European Parliament
elections. EPP is spearheading this process, leading other political families in
the EP behind. EDS will be there on the forefront mobilising students and young
people to vote for the EPP candidates. Every event that we organised had a
topical meeting/workshop to it, which helped the delegates understand the
messages of the event more thoroughly. This should be kept in the future working year of 2013/2014 and I hope that the next bureaus will also follow this
tradition that we started.
EDS is active at all levels of EPP work. Thus, the EPP Campaign managers meetings
in Madrid and possibly one in Dublin in June, were idea givers, where we started
getting the ideas what the member parties want to do/plan for in the 2014 EP elections. Our positions became EDS resolutions were put forward to the EPP Political
Assemblies (PA). EDS was also actively present in the meetings and suggested
amendments to the EPP Platform, which was finalised before the Congress in Bucharest. Since then EDS was amending the WG1 draft of the Electoral platform,
which will be the basic manifesto of the EPP in the 2014 EP elections. This document
outlines the EPP’s beliefs, based on the EPP manifesto and in a shorter way tells
future voters why to vote for EPP member parties all over Europe. This year EDS

was again seen as a stable and reliable partner that has opinions on various issues
including the other EPP working groups.

Alumni Network

An up-to-date alumni network contact list has been worked on mainly by VC Tamási.
We are not only happy to announce the existence of this comprehensive list, we also
will organise an alumni day during the September CM in Brussels. We treasure our
alumni greatly, value their contributions in the Gold and Silver alumni scheme and
look forward to working with them in the future.

Higher Education and Research

The team of three vice-chairmen set off on an endeavour to assemble and consult
the Council chapter by chapter, a new Higher Education and Research Programme
mentioned above. It mentions the topics of our last year’s own research and uses it
namely; student representation and political activism at universities; student housing. The research activities were supported by our research officer, Bálint Balogh
from OTPDL Romania., bringing extra added value to EDS as a whole. The position
refers to facilitating the research activity as a continuous practice in the organisation.

I would like to thank VC Novakov, Pommier and Hopp for their dedication and with
Bálint’s help they were able to create a solid paper that we present to the Council
during this XXXVII. Summer University.

European Integration

EDS actively sought and is restarting talks with partners that have left EDS, chose
to stay outside, or never had any contact to us. This way we are talking to about 10
organisations from the EU and outside its borders, which is a sign that we want to
bring EDS closer to the students of Europe and be present in even more countries.
A special place to be named is the Youth of the Democratic Choice from Russia.
They are currently the only centre-right political party in Russia independent of the
Kremlin. We were glad to host them in our CM in Vilnius, PD in Helsinki, and hope
to see them coming more often. We are believers of two way dialogues, so it is not
only important to hear our Russian counterparts, but also they need to learn from us.
Transfer of knowledge in this sense is the best institution building mechanism, one
can wish for. We are also interested in the North African countries that recently liberated themselves from oppressive regimes. We started communication with party
youths and NGOs, however, security is of high concern. I believe, however, that EDS
will play an active role in institutional capacity-building in Egypt, Libya and Tunisia.

Juraj Antal
Chairman
was born in Bojnice, Slovakia. He studied at the University of New York in Prague, where he received his BA in International European Economic Studies. He continued with an MA in International Political Economy at the University of Warwick, England, where he graduated 2009. During his studies, Juraj was involved with
the student council in Prague, where he was elected Vice-president. He represented the University in International Debating Competitions, for which he received the
University’s Distinguished Service Award. In 2007 Juraj went for a semester at the Georgetown University in Washington D.C., as part of the program with the US
based Fund for American Studies.
Juraj interned for Kodak in the government affairs office in Washington D.C., and worked for the Boston Consulting Group in Prague. During his studies he interned at
the Konrad Adenauer Foundation’s Prague office as well as in the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Department of American States. Later, Juraj worked in Brussels
in a private government affairs company and jointly represented EDS as Policy Director. His involvement with EDS started with Winter University in Bucharest, 2008
and since then he became International Secretary of ODM Slovakia (April 2008).
In the Summer University 2009 he was nominated to the position of Policy Director. Juraj organised with the help of his colleagues from ODM Slovakia the EDS
Summer University 2010 in Žilina, Slovakia, where he was elected Vice Chairman. In his field of responsibility – External representation and Membership, he represented EDS on numerous international fora and seminars. After the voting of Vienna Council in 2011, Juraj became Chairman and was reelected last year in Sopron,
Hungary. Juraj successfully lead EDS in the last two working years.
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Ann-Sofie Pauwelyn
Secretary General
Ann-Sofie Pauwelyn (24) was born in Roeselare and lives now in Ghent,
Belgium. She has a master’s degree in German and Scandinavian
linguistics and literature and is now studying a second master’s on European Studies at Ghent University. Currently, she is also working for RTC,
a non-profit institution that is launching projects to make the switchover
from studies to the job market easier for students. Furthermore she is
doing an internship at the Belgian Ministry of Environment, where she is
studying how Belgium implements international environmental law.
Ann-Sofie has been a member of the Belgian Christian Democrat
Students (CDS) since 2010, after being active in several non-political
student organisations. Since 2011 she has been in the board of the
Ghent branch as the Secretary (2011-2012) and the Political Secretary
(2012-2013). On the national level, she was the International Secretary
of CDS Belgium during 2011-2012 and for this working year she was
elected as the Vice-Chairman. Ann-Sofie has been an active delegate to
EDS since 2011 and she also was instrumental in the organising of the
EDS Council Meeting in Antwerp in May 2012. She has been Secretary
General of the organisation since July 2012.

Dace
Spēlmane
Deputy Secretary
General
Dace Spēlmane was born in Rēzekne, Latvia. She studied communications and public relations at University
of Applied Science and graduated in
2010. After graduation she did a yearlong internship in the European Affairs
sector in Brussels. From September
2011, Dace has been appointed as
Deputy Secretary General at EDS.
Dace has not been active in EDS
before, but she has been involved in
student politics since 2005, when she
was an active member of a regional
branch of NEYS Latvia.

Secretariat and
Daily Management
The main responsibilities of the Secretariat of EDS are
to manage the day-to-day running of the organisation
at the EDS Office, to handle the budget and finances
of EDS and to provide support for the other EDS officers in their tasks. The Secretariat also handles most
of the communication with member organisations and
the Council, communicates with event organisers, and
maintains institutional relations, especially with the
mother party EPP, but also with other related organisations.
In the working year 2011/2012 the Secretariat was
composed of the Secretary General, who worked
for EDS on a voluntary basis and of the Deputy Secretary General, who worked at the EDS office on a
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professional basis. The Secretariat divided its tasks
internally according to current situation at hand.
During the working year the EDS office at Rue du
Commerce 10, Brussels, was open daily on weekdays except in August, during events and during the
Deputy Secretary General’s annual leave from the
end of June until mid-July.
Event Management
During the working year 2011/2012 the Secretariat
co-operated with the hosting organisations to ensure
that the EDS standards were met at each event and
the participants could get the most out of the events.
The Secretariat always handled event registration pro-

cedures and drafting appropriate lists for the organisers.
The Secretariat also handled most of the pre-event
communication towards member organisations and
participants. Next to the statutory Winter and Summer University, the Seminar & Council Meetings in
Bucharest, Trnava and Vilnius and the Policy Days in
Helsinki, the Secretariat assisted the EDS delegates,
who were international observers during the Georgian Parliamentary elections and co- operated with
USA Ukraine to prepare all necessary documents for
the EDS delegates who were observing the Ukrainian
parliamentary elections. The Secretariat has also
been preparing the first Council Meeting of the next
working year.

BUREAU REPORTS
Representation
It is generally not the duty of the Secretariat to
represent EDS in political contexts, but the Secretariat has nevertheless represented EDS for
scheduling reasons on a small number of occasions during the working year. These include representation at the EPP Political Assembly in September, the Saab Seminar on external borders in
November, The Nordic Councils Annual Meeting
in October/November and the KS Denmark Congress in March. Furthermore the Secretariat has
been the EDS contact for the Konrad Adenauer
Stiftung Benelux and was invited to the KAS Europatag in Bonn in May as a guest speaker.
Finances
The Secretariat worked together with a new
bookkeeper and prepared the annual auditor
weekend. The Secretariat received a completely
clean Auditors’ report from the fiscal year 2012,
commending the need for a detailed list of all contracts, the efforts to increase transparency in financial activities of the organisation and a revision
of the use of the “reserve fund”. The Secretariat
also supported the Vice Chairman for Fundraising
with drafting applications and usage reports for
financial partners.

Policies : Input Strategies,
Permanent Working Groups
& Output Strategies
Output
The output strategy towards the European People’s Party (EPP) including the submission of selected resolutions to the
Political Assemblies of EPP as motions from EDS has been continued in the working year. These efforts were strengthened by the compilation of a database which is used in order to promote policies (statements, motions) and publications
(BullsEye) of EDS to strengthen its voice within the EPP still further. These policies will then be distributed to the recipients
with a personal note while several short meetings with Members of the European Parliament had been scheduled in
order to lobby for EDS and its policies.
Moreover, EDS introduced several statements exceeding the normal ones which are passed in the Council. This was
done in order to react in a more timely manner, to have positions that require a sudden reaction of EDS. For that matter,
EDS released statements e.g. on the Multiannual Financial Framework of the EU, Erasmus, and loan schemes for Masters
Students. Research Officer Balint Balogh provided great support to Vice-Chair Eva Majewski in the preparation of such
statements.
In addition, EDS created and promoted statements on general political events, taking the student point of view of which
some where issued jointly, for example with IYDU, DEMYC or YEPP in order to increase awareness and reach even
further out.
VC Narkevičiūtė has been developing last year’s work, mainly doing policy advising and have successfully developed
external communications with international and national institutions and organisations.
Gintarė Narkevičiūtė has been following closely developments in the Eastern Partnership countries and so due to her well
evolved connections and information sources, VC Narkevičiūtė was fast to react in a writing statement to the situation in
Georgia back in February, which was signed as a joint position of three international organisations: EDS, YEPP and YIDU.
“As 3rd Eastern Parnership Summit is upcoming in November, crucial required decisions have to be made in EaP Countries domestically and fast and relevant moves from international communities and partners is needed than never before.” – VC Narkevičiūtė comments.

Avram Crisan
Vice Chairman, since October 2012 (was Director from July to October)
Avram studied International Relations at the Faculty of European Studies of Babes-Bolyai University from Cluj-Napoca, and is
currently a Law student at Dimitrie Cantemir Univeristy from Cluj Napoca. Currently he is living in Cluj Napoca. Avram joined
Tineretul Democrat Liberal (TDL) in 2011. In 2012 at the EDS Summer University in Sopron Hungary, Avram was appointed
Director for Policy of EDS. Avram gained a wide experience in the field of international relations by working for two years as
adviser at the Romanian Foreign Trade Center.
He has been active in local and national youth politics for the past two years.
Avram has been an active delegate to EDS and was elected as Vice-Chariman at the Council Meeting in Bucharest last year.
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Andrey
Novakov
Vice chairman
Andrey Novakov (24) was born in Pazardjik, Bulgaria. He studied at South-West
University in Blagoevgrad where in 2011
he received his Bachelor’s degree in Public
Administration. He continued his education
with a Master’s degree in Law before
qualifying as a lawyer in April 2013.
During his studies Andrey was elected
Chairman of the Student Parliament for
two terms. As Chairman he dealt with all
student affairs related to student self-management and students rights.
In the 2013 parliamentary elections in Bulgaria he was nominated as a parliamentary
candidate and actively participated in the
election campaign for the 42nd National
Assembly.
Currently his main focus is public relations
and he works in this field for the municipality of Blagoevgrad as a part of the
mayor’s team. His main duties also include
project management and one of his team’s
current projects is European satellite and
navigation competition. In September
2012 he was elected Coordinator of the
local branch of MGERB in Blagoevgrad.
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VC Narkevičiūtė, as a person who has a possibility to be present at various international political platforms and discussions,
works on relevant support for EDS agenda accordingly. In terms
of promotion and development of EDS external policies, several
moments need to be tackled.
The Vice chairman discussed activities and was looking for possible ways of solving current issues of a few EDS full member
organisations during the set of meetings with the separate program directors of the Konrad Adenauer Schtiftung.
During her term, VC Narkevičiūtė held regular number of meetings with colleagues of the International Republican Institute
where activities of EDS were presented and wide discussions
were brought from all sides. After continuous EDS labelling
here and there, VC Narkevičiūtė said: “A room for EDS policy
improvement on democracy promotion activities is found”.
The Vice-Chairmen together with Chairman Antal conducted a
business meeting with a leaders of SME Europe, where EDS
was invited to join the Board. As VC Narkevičiūtė used to be
entrepreneur herself during the early years of her studies (20082010) and has been publically seen as a young leader in politics,
she received an invitation to become active within SME Europe
as an example for active youth, students and businesswomen.
Following at the time future policy lines of PWGs working system VC Narkevičiūtė used an opportunity of perfect location for
Belarus-related topics in Vilnius, Lithuania and put an effort to
have an expert in the Human Rights PWG. An expert named
Vytis Jurkonis is a director of Freedom House and lecturer at
Vilnius University, moreover, he is often mentioned as one of the
greatest experts on Belarus.
With the support of the Chairman, VC Narkevičiūtė invited Anatolyi Chumansky, Leader of the Youth of Democratic Choice party
of Russia to be present in EDS CM in Vilnius. Such Foreign policy
highlight was accepted positively by the Council members and
he was invited again to Policy Days in Helsinki, Finland. According to VC Narkevičiūtė, “it is highly important to support democratic forces in Russia and their development, and furthermore
to provide an exchange of experience and insights on the key
issues and socio-political trends in Russia and Europe which are
of great value for all of us.”
Forasmuch as EDS Spring Council Meeting had been taking
place in Vilnius, Lithuania - native and residential place of Vice
Chairman Narkevičiūtė, she had been actively engaged with
preparations for the event together with hosts, Young Conser-

vative League of Lithuania (JKL).
Vice Chairman Narkevičiūtė is thankful for the support, cooperation and assistance from the Konrad Adenauer Schtiftung,
Freedom House, International Republican Institute, Homeland
Union - Lithuanian Christian Democrats (TS-LKD) and organisational team of an event in Vilnius, 2013.
During the last weeks of her second term serving as Vice-chairman, VC Narkevičiūtė was invited to give a policy briefing on
activities regarding Georgia, Ukraine and Moldova to KAS
Brussels’ office. The Vice-Chairman conducted a number of
democracy promotion activities relating to the Rule of Law, Freedom of Speech in Eastern Neigbouring countries. Also, she was
personally invited by KAS to be panellist and give a speech at
the conference on Future of Europe in Jurmala, Latvia. Also, VC
Narkevičiūtė attended an EPP Fact Finding Mission in Ukraine.

Campaign Guide would create a clear profile for EDS as well
as the conservative identity whilst at the same time raising
the visibility of our partners and sponsors.
Due to his responsibilities as Director for policy before being
elected as Vice Chairman, Avram Crisan worked together
with VC Georgiou on preparations for the PWGs in Bucharest.
During the Romanian elections, he continuously updated the
EDS Bureau with the political situation in the country, and
wrote the EDS Statement about the elections.
One of the main tasks that have occupied most of his time
since Sopron has been the first Council Meeting in Bucharest. VC Crisan quickly became the Bureau member responsible for the event since he was located in Romania. His
work has been a tremendous help for the rest of the bureau.

Input
VC Novakov wrote conference resolutions for every EDS Council
Meeting during the 2012-2013 period. They were formed from
a broad range of information and data with the aim of offering
concrete solutions to various problems. Resolutions have made
a significant contribution to the organisation’s policy and served
to identify EDS on the European political scene. Some of the
topics that VC Novakov touched on were “Youth Involvement
in Politics of the 21st Century”, “Transborder Cooperation- New
Perspectives for Youth Development”, “Innovation and creative
economy – key factor for better future” and “United in Diversity
– A Youth Contribution to the Policy of Integration of the Roma
Minority”. As part of policy development, VC Novakov worked
closely with the Permanent Working Groups in the preparation
of documents, proposals and amendments to the conference
resolutions.
Another significant part of his work in this field was his work
on the EDS Campaign Guide. VC Novakov continued the work
of his predecessor to whom the Guide owed its creation. As
a youth organisation it is important EDS provides its members
and followers with an informed political document to help them
achieve the best results in any campaign. The ultimate goal is
to create an online document containing a variety of campaigns
and initiatives. The Campaign Guide would contribute to EDS’s
organisational memory, portfolio and know-how establishment
and would also encourage stronger networking and practice
sharing among EDS member organisations. In addition, the

Permanent Working Groups
VC Georgiou trained and supervised the co-chairs of the
three Permanent Working Groups during the 2012-2013
working year. The initial training of the co-chairs took
place at the Bureau Meeting in Varennes, France which
was held in August 2012 and was conducted jointly with
Vice-Chairman Narkeviciute. As an outcome, VC Narkevičiūtė prepared a plan of new initiatives, which will either
be set up as permanent activities or as temporary projects during a given period.
VC Georgiou also supervised the motion drafting process,
providing guidance to the co-chairs when needed, and
also ensured that the co-chairs submitted the motions
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before the deadline in close cooperation with Secretary
General Pauwelyn.
Higher Education & Research Programme
This year the EDS Bureau decided to write a programme
on Higher Education and Research for the 2014 European
parliamentary elections. The writing of the programme was
led by Vice-chairmen Hopp, Pommier and Novakov. VC Novakov created a Higher Education and Research report as
part of EDS’s research portfolio, gathering materials and
collecting data to transform it into a full strategy report. This
report will help EDS reinforce its position as a leading political
youth organisation on the European and World stage whilst
it also has the potential to provide a platform for the future
development of EDS activities in the field of higher education
and research.
Delegates from EDS member organisations took part in the
discussions about this during all EDS events since the winter university in Lviv, Ukraine. They amended the suggested
text and discussed several points. These discussions were
a good occasion to exchange best practices and measures
that have failed in some countries. The final text for the programme will be adopted during 2013 EDS Summer university in Berlin, Germany. Then it will be sent to the European
People’s Party for the upcoming European elections.
The programme is an essential tool for policy development in
the long term which could be used by the next Executive Bureau. Through their activities, EDS Vice-chairmen looked to
support the promotion of the right values and ideas amongst

young people in Europe by building EDS’s campaign strategies and programmes, and focusing on issues concerning
Europe’s younger generations.
Young Entrepreneurship Programme
Knowing the importance of entrepreneurship programs
among youth, being an Entrepreneur himself in daily life,
and the high level of Youth unemployment in Europe as the
European economy faces the global economic crisis, Vice
Chairman Crisan, together with Co-Chair Burazin decided to
start the “Young Entrepreneurship Program”.
Vice Chairman Crisan focused on research, analysis and finding the measures that will encourage entrepreneurship and
that we as a student organisation will stand for in the future.
He divided project into stages which in the end will produce
the package of measures that EDS will propose to the governments and EU institutions and will stand for in the future.
The areas that we will include in the research are not only
the measures with which governments or local authorities
are encouraging entrepreneurship in various ways, but the
level of involvement of universities in creating the frame and
the base for students with entrepreneurial aspirations. The
Erasmus for entrepreneurs scheme is a pure example of the
program that supports the development of entrepreneurship
in “single market economy” with different national legislation
and economic policies.

Gintarė Narkevičiūtė
Vice Chairman
Gintarė Narkevičiūtė has been serving as Vice President of EDS since February 2012 and re-elected in Summer 2012. Before this, Ms. Narkevičiūtė was trusted as Policy Director of EDS in 2012. Vice-Chairwoman got engaged in EDS activities since her first event that she attended in
Stockholm, 2009. Until becoming a member of the Bureau, she was participating in Policies for Europe PWG.
Ms. Narkevičiūtė is a committed friend of democracy and freedom and therefore she is successfully performing as Director for International
Affairs at the Ronald Reagan House in Lithuania. For quite a while, Gintarė has been the International Secretary of Homeland Union-Lithuanian
Christian Democrats (TS-LKD). G.Narkevičiūtė worked as adviser to the Minister of Foreign Affairs in 2012 and for now is a member of the
shadow cabinet.
Since her early age, Ms. Narkevičiūtė was actively engaged in various activities in schools, community, NGOs mainly Young Conservative
League (JKL) and its mother party in recent years. Gintarė is approaching the end of her studies in Mykolas Romeris’ University in Vilnius, where
she will gain a lawyer’s diploma. At home, she is a responsible mother for her 3 year old daughter.
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BullsEye
May’13 / 52nd year /

Amélie Pommier
Vice Chairman
Vice-chairman Amélie Pommier has been active in politics since she was 17 years old. The context in the French universities
brought her to UNI-MET and to the UMP Party. She has been very active in UNI-MET and led the branch in Burgundy in 20102011, not only the student branch but also the high school students and teachers’ activities. Within UNI-MET she has trained
many activists and was very active on the local political and media scenes launching specific campaigns for Burgundy. Amélie first
came to EDS for the 2011 winter university in Brussels. Then she came regularly and became head of the French delegation till her
election as a Bureau member.
Vice-chairman Pommier holds a Master in History of Art. She also did study to become a primary school teacher but quitted as she
found the institute was completely failing to address today’s problems in education and creating generations of low educated people. She decided to learn by herself, experiencing teaching in different countries. At the moment she teaches French in secondary
schools in Austria.

Publications and Campaigns
Publications
EDS newsletter has been edited by Vice-chairmen Pommier and Crisam for this
year. Most EDS member organisations communicated about their activities
towards this monthly EDS publication. Vice-chairman Pommier was responsible for the contents. Among his bureau design & edit NL responsibilities, Vice
Chairman Crisan designed a new format for the monthly newsletter and edited
the monthly issue for the entire working year.EDS Bureau also wish to thank
former Bureau members Samuli Kauranne and Nenad Vajzović for their help and
support in this work.
This year BullsEye has seen its average number of pages increased as many
members from different EDS member organisations wished to take part in this
adventure. EDS wishes to thank them for their dedication to this work. BullsEye
had this year a large variety of topics discussed through the four issues. Also
from this year BullsEye always let a new EDS full member organisation presenting itself in a following issue. This is a way to better know the organisations
which make up EDS. This year BullsEye had a new Editor-in-chief, Henry Hill.
He organised all the issues and communicated with contributors. Vice-chairman Pommier assisted him with this work. EDS designer Uroš Podgorelec has
also carried on doing the design for BullsEye. With some specific grants EDS
received the designer was able to buy high quality pictures for EDS publications.
BullsEye has also now its own page on Internet where anyone can read the
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current and some of the previous issues. Vice-chairman Hopp was responsible
for this specific task. BullsEye’s issues have been distributed at all EDS events
as well as during events which Bureau members attended for EDS. 1000 copies
of each issue were printed and spread across Europe especially through EDS
member organisations.
The 2012-2013 annual report was one of the main tasks for EDS publications
and Vice-chairman Pommier was responsible for this. This year EDS member
organisations could publish a report on their activities for the year 2012-2013
within these pages. Many of them took this opportunity. This annual report was
the result of a fruitful cooperation between the EDS proofreading team, the EDS
designer, Vice-chairman Pommier and all contributors. It was decided to keep
the design made last year by Uroš Podgorelec and former Vice chairman Andraž
Kastelic for its good quality.
Campaigns
This year, EDS did not launch a campaign as there was a big one last year, the
“Knowledge is Power” campaign. However there were lots of activities this year
involving campaigns during several EDS events.
During the first EDS Council Meeting in Bucharest, Romania, Vice-chairmen
Hopp and Pommier gave a workshop on campaigning in universities. It was a
practical workshop giving advice on how to launch campaigns, covering human
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Henry Hill
BullsEye
Editor-in-chief
Henry Hill has been interested in
politics since school. He joined the
UK’s Conservative and Unionist
Party when he went to university
in 2008, eventually becoming the
youth chairman for the Greater
Manchester area. In addition to
this party position he also regularly
represents the Conservative perspective on regional and national
radio programmes, and has done
so since the 2010 Conservative
conference. 2010 is also when he
started blogging, and he has written
for several major political websites
and newspapers.
Henry Hill holds a Bachelor of
Arts degree in History from the
University of Manchester and is
in the process of completing an
M.Phil in Modern Irish History at
Trinity College, Dublin, where he
has lived for the last year whilst
editing BullsEye. He also holds a
professional qualification from the
National Council for the Training
of Journalists, which he acquired
between graduation in 2011 and
heading to TCD in 2012.
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External
Representation
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MGERB
National
Congress
Place: Sofia, Bulgaria
Organiser: MGERB, Bulgaria
Representative: Antal

Place: Weyer, Austria
Organiser: AG, Austria
Representative: Antal

Place: Zánka, Hungary
Organiser: Fidesz Youth, Hungary
Representative: Tamási

18 August

Place: Tbilisi, Georgia
Representative: Antal, Pauwelyn

Annual
Meeting

Fidesz Youth
Summer
University

8 July
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Georgian Parliamentary Elections / Observation of the
elections

23-27 August

EPP and EDS
Changeover
meeting
Place: Brussels, Belgium
Organiser: EPP
Representative: Antal, Hopp, Kauranne,
Narkeviciute, Pauwelyn

3-4 September

Networking
Dinner with
Tunisian
Organisations

EIN European
Ideas Network
Place: Berlin, Germany
Organiser: EIN
Representative: Majewski

RCDS Bundesdelegiertenversammlung

Tbilisi State
University

Place: Berlin, Germany
Organiser: RCDS, Germany
Representative: Majewski

Place: Tbilisi, Georgia
Representative: Antal (speech
given)

Place: Brussels, Belgium
Representative: Antal

26 September

29-1 October

3 October

4.-6. October

12-13 October
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Lithuanian parliamentary elections
observation

Nordic Council
Session

Place: Vilnius, Lithuania
Representative: Antal, Narkevičiūtė

Place: Helsinki, Finland
Representative: Pauwelyn

Bologna
Conference
Place: Berlin, Germany
Organiser: RCDS, Germany
Representative: Majewski (speaker)

University of
Constantine
the Philosopher

Conference of the
20th anniversary
of Mart Laar’s first University
government
of Tartu

Place: Tallinn, Estonia
Representative: Antal
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22-23 October

23 October

Study trip to
Minsk

Saab Seminar

Place: Prague, Czech Republic
Organiser: Forum 2000
Representative: Majewski

20 October

Place: Maribor, Slovenia
Organiser: EYF
Representative: Georgiou, Hopp

Place: Tartu, Estonia
Representative: Antal (speech given)

Forum 2000

13-15 October

Place: Nitra, Slovakia
Representative: Antal (speech given)

EYF General
Assembly

Place: Minsk, Belarus
Representative: Majewski, Masna

Place: Brussels, Belgium
Organiser: Saab
Representative: Pauwelyn

31-2 November

7 November

RCDA Annual
Congress
(RCDS Alumni)

Place: Berlin, GermanyOrganiser: RCDA,
Germany
Representative: Majewski

ODM
Congress
Place: Trnava, Slovakia
Organiser: ODM, Slovakia
Representative: Antal

8 November

8 November

16-18 November

21-25 November

9 December

18.-20. January
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EYF COMEM

IYDU Council
Meeting
Place: Tirana, Albania
Organiser: IYDU
Representative: Hopp

YEPP Council
Meeting

KS Denmark
Congress

Place: Brussels, Belgium
Organiser: EYF
Representative: Hopp

NKSU Council
Meeting

Place: Copenhagen, Denmark
Organiser: KS, Denmark
Representative: Pauwelyn

Place: Vilnius, Lithuania
Organiser: NKSU
Representative: Pommier, Narkevičiūtė

Place: Tirana, Albania
Organiser: YEPP
Representative: Hopp

Panel Discussion
on Student
Self-Administration

Conference
“Women and
political influence”
Place: Budapest, Hungary
Organiser: RSI
Representative: Tamási

04. February
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6-10.February

Place: Bonn, Germany
Organiser: KAS
Representative: Pauwelyn (panelist)

AG student
elections
Place: Vienna, Austria
Organiser: AG, Austria
Representative: Pommier

GLOBSEC
2013

Place: Budapest, Hungary
Organiser: KAS & Fidesz Youth Hungary
Representative: Majewski (panelist)

Konrad
Adenauer Stiftung
Europatag

Place: Bratislava, Slovakia
Representative: Antal

South-West
University ‘Neofit Rilski’ Law
and History
Faculty

Place: Sofia, Bulgaria
Organiser: YEPP
Representative: Antal

8 May

10 May

Place: Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria
Representative: Antal (speech given)a

7-10.February

27 February

2-3.March

18-20 April

19-21.April

23-24 April

9 May

YEPP
Congress

14 May
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IMEX Exhibition
Place: Frankfurt, Germany
Organiser: IMEX
Representative: Majewski

International conference “Russia
- a More Repressive Kremlin. A
Sign of a Decay?”
Place: Vilnius, Lithuania
Organiser: Freedom House, IRI, TSPM
Representative: Narkevičiūtė

20-21 May

20.-22. May

European Democrat Students is full
member of the European Youth Forum
(EYF), which consists of 40 National
Youth Councils and 57 Non-Governmental Organisations, where there
are political youth organisations, respectively; Youth of the Europeans
People´s Party (YEPP), Democratic
European Movement Youth Cooperation (DEMYC), EDS, Liberals European Movement of Youth Cooperation
(LEMYC), the Greens, ISYO, European
Cooperation of Socialist Youth (ECOSY) and the Young Federalists (JEF).
EDS has been actively involved in all
EYF activities throughout the working
year, and has had a great cooperation
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International
Onned/DAP
Conference
NDFK
“Future of Europe” Congress
Place: Jūrmala, Latvia
Organiser: KAS, KDS
Representative: Narkevičiūtė

Place: Athens, Greece
Organiser: Onned/DAP NDFK, Greece
Representative: Hopp

Robert Schuman
RSI General NKSU
Institute (RSI)
Assembly
Annual
General
Place: Budapest, Hungary
Meeting
Organiser: RSI
Assembly
Representative: Tamási
Place: London, UK

Place: Budapest, Hungary
Organiser: RSI
Representative: Tamási

24 May

28 May

with the center-right organisations
DEMYC and YEPP. At the General
Assembly in Maribor, Slovenia where
Vice chairman Georgiou and Vice
chairwoman Hopp were present,
EDS had a common center-right
candidate for president of the Forum,
together with YEPP and DEMYC, Juha-Pekka Nurvala. Despite the fact
that we did not reach the number of
votes to elect our presidential candidate, the results of the elections
were remarkable considering that we
ended only a couple of votes short of
reaching our goal of electing a center-right president of the Forum. At
the EYF Council of Members meeting

Organiser: NKSU
Representative: Pommier

14 June

(COMEM) in Brussels in the early
spring, EDS managed together with
our colleagues to elect a center-right
organisation into the Advisory Council
of the Council of Europe. EDS is proud
of the work done in the Forum for the
last working year, and see it as an important forum to raise our voice and
implement our policies.
Since the last council meeting of the
International Youth Democrat Union
(IYDU), EDS has held a seat in the
Board by Chairman Antal. IYDU is an
organisation consisting of 20 member
organisations from all over the world,
and EDS is full member of IYDU. EDS
has been actively in involved in the

14-15 June

19-21 June

everyday activity of IYDU, both in
the Board and also in their event in
Tirana, Albania and their international event in Athens, Greece. IYDU
shared one of the main pillar of EDS:
democracy. Our involvement in IYDU
is important for connecting EDS with
like-minded organisations.
YEPP is the official youth of the Europeans People´s Party, and our
strongest allies in the EPP family. In
the working year 2012/2013, EDS
has enhanced the relationship with
YEPP, and has attended YEPP council
meetings and their congress, and has
invited YEPP guests to our council
meetings. In the EPP working group

RSI study trip “How
Europe Works”

BUREAU REPORTS

Place: Brussels, Belgium
Organiser: RSI
Representative: Pauwelyn (speaker)

VII. Central European Youth Cooperation Meeting
Place: Máriapócs, Hungary
Organiser: CEYC
Representative: Antal

21-23. June

24 June

1, that is working on the EPP electoral manifesto, EDS has worked with
them to ensure the youth and student voice, and has worked together
for the youth program of the electoral
manifesto. EDS is glad to have such
close allies, especially considering
the importance of standing together
in the European Elections 2014.
As a member of the Robert Schuman
Institute EDS took part in many RSI
events and activities during the
whole year. EDS was present at the
Annual Meeting of RSI and was invited at several occasions to give expert
lectures at RSI Study Missions in Budapest and Brussels.

Communications

EDS communication focuses on keeping EDS Member organisations up to date on the Bureau’s work
and informing outside organisations and stakeholders about EDS activity.
During the working year 2012-13, EDS implemented several tools to achieve its communication performance; we created a new BullsEye webpage, a instagram account, a tumblr blog and went to the
next level with our facebook and twitter account. The BullsEye page was built as an overview page
of all BullsEye edition published in the period as ´issue´ books, so that the online reader friendliness
increased for our members, tumblr blog was established and designed to increase the number of people
that read our statements and updates and the social media channels were brought to a higher level of
more continuous updates.
One of the main important aspects of communication during the last working period has been updates
about member organisations´ work, local and national elections and publishing statements on ongoing
policy topics. EDS vice-chair for communication has throughout the year had monthly and even weekly
contact with our member organisations, to be able to share their election victories and highlights of their
everyday activities on a national level. We are glad to be able to say that during the last working year our
social media channels have had two updates a day on average. We can measure this success with the
fact that three times as many people now follow our channels.
The importance of an up-to-date webpage has been achieved, with weekly updates on EDS publications, statements, resolutions and other valuable information for our members.

Ingrid Hopp
Vice Chairman
Ingrid studies a master in financial economics at the University of Agder, and is currently living in Athens
where she is doing her Erasmus exchange year. Ingrid has been a member of the Norwegian Young
Conservatives since she was 15 and was the Leader of one of the district branches in Oslo for 3 years as
well as holding a seat in the Youth City Council in Oslo for one year. Ingrid joined Høyres studenter (HS)
in 2007, during her first year at university. She quickly became the leader of the Kristiansand branch of
HS an acted as the University of Agder´s delegate to the HS National Council until 2010, when she was
elected to the National Board. In 2011, Ingrid was elected vice-president of HS and was re-elected for
another term in 2013.
Ingrid has a broad experience in the field of higher education and research policies. She has been active
in local and national student politics for the past four years, held a seat in the Student Parliament and was
elected as president of the Economic Students´ Association at the Kristiansand Business school in 2011.
Ingrid has been an active delegate to EDS and chairing the HS International committee since 2010.
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Statutory questions &
Fundraising
Statutory questions
Vice chairman Georgiou drafted two statutory motions intended to remove ambiguity from the EDS Statutes prior to the EDS Winter University 2013. Both statutory motions were passed by the EDS Council at the Winter University held in
February 2013 in Lviv, Ukraine. Furthermore, during the year VC Georgiou drafted
or assisted to draft legal correspondence on behalf of the EDS Executive Bureau
and also interpreted the EDS Statutes for other Bureau members and Council
members when this was necessary. He also reviewed and signed legal documents together with Chairman Antal on behalf of EDS when required. In addition
to the above, VC Georgiou provided legal advice to other members of the EDS
Executive Bureau when asked.
Fundraising
VC Georgiou completed several Council of Europe grant applications in close
cooperation with Chairman Antal and Secretary General Pauwelyn. These applications included grant applications for the online edition of BullsEye, grant
applications for events planned for the next EDS working year 2013-2014 as
well as follow-up reports which the Council of Europe requires after sponsored

events in order to proceed to make the final payments of grants EDS has been
approved to receive. For the follow-up report of the online edition of BullsEye
magazine for the previous working year 2011-2012, VC Georgiou worked in
cooperation with the Editor-in-Chief of the magazine, Henry Hill. In addition
to the aforementioned Council of Europe applications, he prepared a letter to
prospective advertisers for the publications of EDS (BullsEye and the Annual
Report) which was sent to prospective advertisers by the members of the EDS
Executive Bureau and which will remain for the benefit of next year’s EDS Executive Bureau. They now will have a whole working year to send out the letter
and attract advertisers.
During the year, VC Crisan had fundraising meetings in order to find sponsors
for EDS activities and helping us promote the values of European Democrat Students. He managed to find sponsors for the publications of CM Trnava. He has
also prepared a fundraising strategy for the future EDS Bureau. Furthermore Vice
Chairman Crisan has found special hosting rates for the EDS website which will
benefit EDS finances. The monthly cost of sending the monthly newsletter has
been cut and Crisan also found a cheap but professional way to build the new
EDS webpage and lead the team of designers.

Stelios Georgiou
Vice Chairman
Stelios is 27 years old and was born in Nicosia, Cyprus. He has been a member
of FPK Protoporia Cyprus since September 2007 when he joined the Leeds
branch of FPK Protoporia UK. Stelios studied law in the United Kingdom, completing his studies in August 2011. In July 2011 Stelios was appointed co-chair
of the Permanent Working Group on Human Rights for the EDS working year
2011-2012, shortly after being elected to the position of International Secretary
in the Central Bureau of FPK Protoporia Cyprus and in July 2012 he was elected
to the EDS Executive Bureau as Vice-Chairman for EDS working year 20122013. Stelios is currently qualified to practice law in the Republic of Cyprus after
completing a one year training period and successfully passing the Cyprus BAR
Exams in March 2013. He has been active in EDS since February 2010.
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Membership
Questions
The working year was – with respect to
membership questions – marked by sustainability, outreach, and growth.
EDS on the one hand worked to increase liaison with its member organisations and matters related to their
EDS membership. This also included
a more active approach regarding
which policies EDS should address
and stress, and which topics should be
chosen for EDS events. On the other
hand, EDS tried to reach out further,
including outside of Europe. Interest
in working with EDS reached as far as
Chile, where EDS was asked to draw
from its experiences in student politics.
EDS has also been approached by or-

ganisations within Europe, including in
Kosovo, Romania and Italy.
In addition, EDS has reached out to
organisations and invited guests to its
events. We in EDS are happy to have
welcomed participants from MST Sweden and YDC Russia. EDS has also seen
growth in the 2012/2013 working year.
At the Summer University 2012 we
welcomed TLDM Moldova as a new
full member. StudiCentro from Italy was
admitted into the league of full members
in March 2013 during the WinterUniversity in Ukraine. As with the closing of the
working year, there shall be applications
from organisations both for observer and
full membership of EDS.

Eva
Majewski
Vice Chairman
Eva Majewski (27) lives in Berlin, Germany, where she graduated
at Humboldt-University of Berlin as a master of science in business
administration, management, and economics during the EDS working
year 2012-2013. She is a scholar of the Konrad Adenauer Foundation.
Her studies led her to Italy as an Erasmus student and to the United
States where she has been working in the House of Representatives and
with the Business Council for International Understanding. Moreover, she
wrote her master thesis in South Africa in 2011. Vice-Chair Majewski is
working as an advisor in the German Bundestag on issues of finance and
taxation. Primarily, she is dealing with the euro crisis.
Over the course of her studies, Vice-Chair Majewski was constantly
involved with student politics. She was elected as a member of the
student parliament for several terms and even became a Senator of
Humboldt-University in the term 2008-2010.
Within German member organisation RCDS, she was chairwoman in the
‘North-East’ region, comprising three federal states. Through her work,
Eva gained a broad experience of higher education and research policies.
Moreover, she was and is involved with local and state-level politics,
that also resulted in her running for member of parliament in the 2009
elections where she was one of the youngest candidates for the German
Bundestag. Majewski is convinced that education is a key in creating
a European identity and thus strives in lobbying for educational policies
within the European Union and within the EPP.
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Events Management
& Alumni
Events Management
One of the core elements of EDS’s activities
has always been the events, an arena where
EDS members can meet and exchange ideas,
political opinions, and have the chance to discuss current political topics. Providing high
quality events to our member organisations
is at the core of EDS’s philosophy. EDS has
constantly assured the contact between past
and future event organisers collecting ideas
for upcoming events and discussing possible
destinations. Anna´s task as a member of the
Bureau has been to co-operate closely with
the main organisers, and help them to provide EDS members with high quality events.
In order to fulfil this duty Anna always contacts the organisers before the events, gives
them useful tips, sends them the official event
booklet of EDS and helps them to prepare the
technical details and makes sure that they
find enough time in the programme for EDS’s
policy work. Anna also serves the executive
bureau with a detailed evaluation after every
event. She sends out the evaluation sheet to
every participant via e-mail. After she receives
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the filled evaluation forms she processes
them and fills up an excel sheet with all the
data and sores she receives. The final step by
evaluating an event is to write a summary and
highlight all the strengths and weaknesses of
the event. These evaluations are vital for the
quality of future events, and have proved to
be very useful. After the last Council Meeting
Anna prepared a comparison sheet of all the
events of the working year in 2012/2013 so
the future organisers can learn from the past’s
experiences. During the year Anna took care
not only of a balanced event policy but also
ensured appropriate reporting of the events
thus visitors of our website can learn about
our official meetings.
Alumni
The EDS Alumni is one of the core elements of
EDS and has been one of Anna´s main responsibilities throughout the year. Anna started
the year by working on a new, well-structured
Alumni list and created a better organised
database, so the EDS Alumni could easily be
reached. Anna not only gave a new form to

European Integration
the list but also tried to collect all the missing data from our Alumni members, such as
addresses, phone numbers, current positions
etc. This database proved to be helpful when
Anna had to inform the Alumni members
about events of our member organisations
and set up a LinkedIn page for our Alumni.
The aim of this project is to build up a network
through which EDS can find Alumni whose
expertise could be utilised in the projects of
EDS and support our Alumni relations. At the
same time the alumni would be able to benefit from the contact to current EDS members,
as well as to contact each other. Anna also
wrote a letter to EDS’s Alumni members in
which she informed them about the possible
ways of officially supporting EDS’s activities.
In 2010, the EDS Bureau announced the introduction of a special kind of incentive to keep
the commitment of our former members and
officers, and accordingly Anna informed them
about the possibility to become Silver or Gold
Alumni. For our Silver and Gold Alumni Anna
prepares a diploma in order to reward their
efforts.

Anna Tamási
Vice Chairman
Anna Tamási (26) was born in Székesfehérvár,
Hungary. She studied at the University of Pannonia
in Veszprém where she graduated with a Master
degree in International Relations, European Studies in 2009. Currently, Anna is studying political
communication at the Századvég Academy of
Politics.
Presently she’s working for the Hungarian Public
Administration Scholarship Programme Coordination Department at the Office of Public Administration and Justice, a background institution of the
Ministry of Public Administration and Justice.
Anna has been active both in Fidesz Youth and in
EDS since 2009. Since then she was an organiser
of many international events, such as the EDS
Council Meeting in Budapest in 2011; and the
XXXVI. EDS Summer University in Sopron/Eisenstadt in 2012, CEYC Conference in Máriapócs in
2013 and the Annual Summer Camp of Fidesz
Youth in Zánka in 2013. Anna also participated in
the EDS Academy in 2011, and completed two
terms as a Co-Chair in the Working Group Human
Rights. In 2012 Anna became International
Secretary of Fidesz Youth and got elected as
Vice-Chairman in EDS.

Anna has been responsible mostly for relations
with organisations from the countries outside
the European Union which are in the process
of European integration. In particular this covers
organisations of such countries as, for example
Belarus and Russia that want to be integrated to
the European community contrary to their countries’ official foreign policy. Anna has made efforts to renew relations with organisations which
were previously active in EDS but which are not
currently active in EDS. In addition, she has been
active in considering organisations from countries of the Eastern Partnership which could be
good partners for EDS.
Anna was responsible of the organisation of EDS’
observation of Parliamentary elections in Ukraine
on 28th of October 2012. She organised the registration and logistics of EDS observers with ID.

Anna also organised the meeting with observers
in Kyiv and instructed them on the standards
and regulations about the electoral legislation of
Ukraine. She explained the risks of falsification
of votes, together with rules and procedures for
identifying and dealing with violations of electoral law during elections. Anna supported EDS observers during the voting process, organised final
meeting with observers and conclusion making
on their observation mission.
Together with Eva Majewski and Aron Sebestyen Veress (Fidesz Youth Hungary), Anna
Masna visited Belarus with the aim of creating
and renewing contacts with representatives of
youth opposition organisations in Belarus and
organised meetings with them in Minsk.
Anna Masna was one of the main organisers of
the EDS Winter University in Lviv.

Anna Masna
Director
European Integration
Anna Masna (30) was born in Ternopil (Ukraine). She studied at the
Institute of Economics and Entrepreneurship in Ternopil where she
graduated with a Bachelors degree in marketing in 2004. After that she
studied at the European University in Kyiv and was graduated there with a
Masters degree in marketing in 2006. At the same time she was studying
at the Institute of Political Sciences of the National Academy of Sciences
of Ukraine in Kyiv where she graduated with a Masters degree in political
sciences in 2007.
Anna teaches at the European University in Kyiv and is preparing a
doctorate there.
From a young age, Anna has been active in political and civic life in
Ukraine. In particular she participated in the Ukrainian Orange Revolution
in 2004.
Since 2003 Anna has been a member of the Ukrainian Christian Democratic Union party and In 2010 she became the International Secretary of
its student association, known as Ukrainian Students Association.
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EDS work in
EPP 2012/2013
EDS are affiliated members of the Europeans
People´s Party, as affiliated members EDS have
the seats both in EPP working groups, the political assembly and the Congress. This year EPP
organized the EPP Congress in Bucharest, Romania in October 2012. EDS were present with
six delegates; Vice-Chairman Stelios Georgiou,
Vice-Chairwoman Ingrid Hopp, Vice-Chairwoman
Eva Majewski, Vice-Chairwoman Amelie Pommier
and Vice-Chairman Andrey Novakov. As a parallel
to the Congress, EDS organized a council meeting,
and the council members were present during the
whole Congress. The Congress adopted the EPP
manifesto, which outlines the basic principles of
the EPP, summarizing the values and the challenges that are faced, and what the EPP vision is for
the future. The Manifesto was developed in parallel to the EPP Platform document within the EPP
Working Group 1 for “European Policy”. Also the
EPP Platform as well as resolutions was adopted
at the congress.
EDS has actively been engaged in all the four main
working groups of the EPP, the Working Group 1; European Policy, the Working Group 2; Economic and
Social Policy, the Working Group 3; EPP Membership
and the ad-hoc Working Group 4; Climate change and
Energy. Currently the WG1 is working on the EPP electoral manifesto, where EDS together with the Youth
of the EPP are arguing for youth and student policies
to be heard in the European Elections.
During the Council meeting in Bucharest, Roma-

nia, Gintarė Narkevičiūtė ran for the position of
Vice-President of EPP. Gintarė was nominated as
candidate of EDS and Baltic States (TS-LKD Lithuania, Vienotiba Latvia, IRL Estonia). She collected a great amount of votes and received a lot of
support from various countries and regions. Ms.
Narkevičiūtė attracted the attention of senior politicians and participants from all EU and Neighbouring countries to EDS and its activities. She was the
first ever nominee from EDS and the youngest EPP
candidate in its elections history, demonstrating
that Ms. Narkevičiūtė proved to be worth to compete with honoured leaders in Europe.
European Democrat Students as official Student
Organisation of European Peoples Party was represented by Vice Chairman Crisan at EPP WG3
Study Trip in FYROM.
The study trip focused on political developments,
the country’s internal developments highlighting
the main objective for FYROM’s domestic and foreign policy on achieving the criteria necessary for
the EU and NATO membership.
Vice Chairman Crisan represented EDS among
important topics such as FYROM’s Economic situation, legal system, the situation with minorities,
media, education, foreign affairs, the integration
process and EU and Nato membership.
During the Study trip Crisan had the opportunity
to meet VMRO-DPMNE, followed by party’s progress discussions and also with the women branch
and youth branch which are full members of EDS.
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Bureau presence statistics
2012 - 2013

Executive members
Official meetings

Antal

Georgiou

Hopp

Majewski Narkeviciute Novakov
Present

Pommier

Tamasi

Pauwelyn

Crisan

Masna

Sopron, Jul 19

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Varennes, Sep 1

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Present Via Skype Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Bucharest, Oct 16

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Trnava, Dec 7

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Lviv, Mar 7

Present

Present

Present Via Skype Via Skype Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Vilnius, Apr 25

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present Via Skype Present

Present

Present

Present

Berlin, Jul 30

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Present

Present

Present

TOTAL 100%

100%

100%

100%

86%

100%

100%

86%

100%

100%

100%

86%

Present

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Skype Meeting, Sep 17 Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Unofficial Meetings
Skype Meeting, Aug 6

Skype Meeting, Oct 25

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Absent

Absent

Skype Meeting, Nov 5

Present

Absent

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Present

Vienna, Jan 12

Present

Present

Present Via Skype Present

Absent

Via Skype Present

Present

Via Skype

Present

Skype Meeting, Feb 12

Present

Present

Present

Absent

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Skype Meeting, Apr 8

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Skype Meeting, May 23 Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Skype Meeting, Jun 17

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

Present

92%

100%

94%

94%

88%

100%

94%

94%

88%

Present

ALL COMBINED 100%
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Crisan

Non-Executive members

100%

88%
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PERMANENT
WORKING
GROUPS
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PERMANENT WORKING GROUPS

Higher Education & Research
The main topic of the working year was “European Mobility”, with a focus on employability of academics. The Permanent Working Group sees mobility as essential
for developing a common European understanding among citizens as well as crucial
for being competitive and innovative in global markets. The issue is not only about
creating possibilities for exchange but also to promote the positive advantages it
has for individuals. The current economic situation is prompting young people to
consider the opportunities of mobility within the European Union. The educational
and academic system has to be adapted to that purpose to train young academics
and entrepreneurs who have a broad mind, capable of creating innovative solutions
for the upcoming challenges.
The participants of the Permanent Working Group were analyzing the mobility issue
with regard to its impact on universities, society, economy and of course students.
This broad stance will ensure that all benefits and problems occurring with mobility
are stated and taken into account by the Permanent Working Group.
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Not only were the traditional and academic ways of exchange and interaction discussed by the participants of the Permanent Working Group. They
also recognized that sports or other extracurricular activities can play a key
role in creating mutual understanding and a European community. These are
prerequisites to develop a single labour market within the European Union,
with a workforce willing to move and motivated to take up new challenges.
The Permanent Working Group decided to add extracurricular activities to
the set of offers to attract students taking experience abroad. They often
offer a relaxed and uncomplicated atmosphere for intercultural experience
and mutual understanding.
Focusing the whole working year on the same topic, under different angles and
perspectives gave the Permanent Working Group the opportunity to deepen its understanding of the many issues at stake. The result was a set of suggestions and
measures designed to improve the different aspects of mobility.

The Co-Chairmen:
Florian Weinberger is international secretary of AktionsGemeinschaft Austria and studies the agricultural economics
graduate programme in Vienna. He is also currently vice chair of
the university senate of his university. Florian has been co-chair of
the permanent working group since August 2011.
Venera Georgieva Dracheva was expert associate
at the political cabinet of the Ministry of Economy, Energy and
Tourism during the term of the GERB Party in Bulgaria. Venera has
a Masters’ degree in international security at Sofia University “Kl.
Ohridski”, Bulgaria as well as a Bachelors’degree in international
relations at the South – West University “N. Rilski”, Blagoevgrad
Bulgaria.
Pavle Tamburić is a postgraduate student in international
history and an active member of HSS Croatia. He is also active in
politics in Croatia in general and secretary of HARK Mladost. He
is running this year as a candidate for his county council. Pavle
has been co-chairman since August 2012.
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Policies
for Europe
Bucharest
The PWG engaged in a general conversation about
the CAP and subsidies. The general atmosphere
was clearly against the CAP and positive towards
deregulation and this was illustrated in the drafted
motion.
Later on, the PfE and HER PWGs were merged
and discussed about the DAP motion on a common European History course. The discussion was
very engaging and resulted to the rejection – by 1
vote – of the motion. The majority of the delegates
felt that the member states would never eventually
agree on the realisation of such a project.
Trnava
First, the PWG discussed the CAP motion (Bucharest). At first, there was much dispute, as well as
an actual suggestion, that the motion be withdrawn. On the one hand, people wanted to reflect
that the subsidies’ system should be gradually
abolished. On the other hand, others were in favor
of CAP, suggesting that it helped the competitiveness and food sufficiency of the EU. Most of the
motion was amended towards the former view.
The co-chairs felt proud of the efforts towards
reaching a compromise, which was also endorsed
and reaffirmed in the Council Meeting.
The PWG then discussed the topic of corruption. It
managed to write down the whole motion with a
very wide degree of consensus, unlike in the previous discussion on the CAP.
It is worth noting that the co-chairs received enthusiastic feedback from several delegates of the
PWG.
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Lviv
Three motions were presented in the PWG. YLC Israel presented two motions, on “the Prospect of a
Nuclear-armed Iran” and “the need to include Hezbollah on the terrorist blacklist of all states”. Both
motions fueled an interesting discussion, featuring
a YLC delegate.
Later on, the PWG made a few amendments to
the motion on Corruption (Trnava), but widely confirmed the general position towards tax and media
deregulation, interstate cooperation and public administration transparency.
Furthermore, the PWG discussed energy policy,
sharing experiences from different countries. The
majority agreed to form a motion on energy security in the region, supporting safe nuclear power
plants and equal subsidising for different energy
production technologies.
The CM adopted two out of three motions presented by the PWG, with the one on Hezbollah being
rejected.
Vilnius
First, the PWG worked on the motion on “Energy
Market Policy”, amending certain parts of it, in
respect of the basic principles set out in Lviv. The
Council Meeting adopted the motion, though with
some minor amendments.
The other part of the session started with a new
discussion on the topic of Cyber Security. All the
participants shared various sides and experiences,
identifying the major problems. The PWG agreed
that the threat of cyber-attacks is real and is likely
to exacerbate in the future.

The Co-Chairmen:
Charlotte Spurkeland, 25, is the Chairwoman of Høyres studenter Norway and has been active in EDS since the Summer University in Vienna in 2011. Charlotte is a member of the City
Council in Bergen where she also works as an advisor for the Conservative Group. She is a candidate for the parliamentary elections which are to be held in Norway in September 2013.
Charlotte prepared the background document on the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) (Bucharest), co-chaired the PWG in Trnava and represented it in the Lviv Council Meeting.
Iakovos Sarmas, 22, has been active in EDS since the Prague Council Meeting in September 2011. He is a graduate of Athens Law School and member of DAP NDFK since 2008. After serving
as trainee in the Hellenic Parliament (June-December 2012), he currently works as a law intern at the Court of Justice of the European Union, in Luxembourg.
Iakovos prepared the background documents on Corruption (Trnava) and Energy (Lviv). In Bucharest and Trnava he co-chaired and represented the PWG.
Teele Holmberg has been active in EDS since the Policy Days in Georgia in 2012. She is a member of IRLY and IRL, and works as an advisor for the conservative parliamentary group. Holmberg
is currently reading a MA from the University of Tartu, in the subject of Social Sciences and European Studies, from which she will graduate in 2014 with a thesis on the Common European Asylum
System and the Estonian example. Teele Holmberg prepared the background document on Cyber Security (Lviv), co-chaired all PWG sessions so far and represented the PWG in Vilnius.
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Human Rights

During the 2012-13 working year, the Permanent Working Group (PWG) on Human
Rights was chaired by Viktor Wollstad (YCEG, United Kingdom), Ivan Burazin (SO
HSS, Croatia) and Kristijonas Leipus (JKL, Lithuania).
The very first session of the PWG took place at the Council Meeting (CM) in Bucharest. The first topic of the working plan was the crisis in Syria. The PWG drafted
a motion calling for a humanitarian intervention by imposing of a no-fly zone and
creating a humanitarian corridor to protect civilians and refugees. The group also
adopted a motion calling for the strengthening of LGBT rights presented by the HSF
Norway and Young Likud Israel.
The next working session was held in Trnava where the PWG discussed the issue
of human trafficking in Europe. After a productive session with a very fruitful debate,
a motion was drafted which was to be put forward to the Council at the next CM
in Lviv. The motion on the crisis in Syria was also discussed at the CM and was
adopted by the Council.
During the PWG’s third session at the Winter U in Lviv, a motion was drafted on the
issue of freedom of speech on the internet. The delegates also discussed and adopted a motion on the right to education and academic freedom in Iran presented
by Young Likud Israel. The motion on human trafficking which had been drafted at
the previous CM was also put forward to and adopted by the council.
During the CM in Vilnius, the PWG drafted a motion on the struggling democracy
in Belarus. This working group was visited by Mr Vytis Jurkonis, lecturer at the
University of Vilnius and director of Freedom House in Vilnius. Mr Jurkonis shared
his insight and experience gained in the field from working with democracy promotion in Belarus. His speech provided much valuable background information for the
delegates as they discussed the issue. A motion was drafted which is to be put
forward to the council at the Summer U in Berlin. The motion on freedom of speech
on the internet was also presented to and adopted by the council.

The Co-Chairmen:
Kristijonas Leipus from JKL Lithuania has been active in EDS since February
2012. He is 19 years old and studies Economics & Politics at the ISM University in
Vilnius. He has been vice-chairman of JKL since August 2012, and was elected
chairman of the Vilnius branch of JKL in January 2013. Since November 2011 he is
also a board member of the regional Vilnius Youth Council.
Viktor Wollstad is 22 years old and represents the Young Conservative Europe
Group (YCEG). He is currently in his third and final year studying international relations
and politics at the University of Sheffield. Viktor attended his first EDS event in
January 2011 at the Winter University in Brussels and has been an active member
ever since.
Ivan Burazin is 23 years old and represents the university organisation of the
Croatian Peasants Party (SO HSS). He holds a Bachelor’s degree in administrative
law and is currently finishing the first year of his Master’s degree in national security
at the Faculty of Forensic Sciences at the University of Split. He is a vice chairman of
SO HSS and the vice chairman of the HSS branch in Split. He has been active in EDS
since June 2011.
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RESOLUTIONS
& STATEMENTS

Conference Resolution on Opening of Borders in Europe –
New Perspectives on mobility of knowledge
Adopted by the Council in Sopron on July 18, 2012
Presented by the Executive Bureau
Historically, young people have always been the carriers of new ideas on reforms and political regime changes. Cooperation is a central principle to achieve
development, progress and improve people’s lives. Moreover, today the example of that is the trans-border cooperation “Eastern partnership” between
the European Union and Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and
Ukraine. The continuous development of integration and cooperation are core
values of the European Union.
Physical boundaries have not just influenced the development of individual countries. Barriers to students, tourists, and businesses hinder the development of
states.
Nowadays, young Europeans cooperate at a trans-border level and share
experiences and best practices in politics, economics and other areas. The
number of trans-border youth activities today are constantly increasing
which makes Europe stronger and more competitive and this process should
continue.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Believing in the free movement of people, goods and capital and recognise that
these conditions are crucial for establishing democracy and free market rules;
• Firmly supporting the continuing integration of Europe and coordination between
Member states and the rest of the countries in Europe;
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• Recognising that trans-border cooperation in the youth and educational fields allows decision-makers to benefit from academic reflection and will promote the
interaction between the academic community, policy-makers and civil society;
• Realising the necessity of the exchange of best-practice at all levels, especially
amongst the youth of Europe and believing this will encourage new perspectives
on policy issues;
• Firmly believing that trans-border youth cooperation is beneficial to the educational system and constant improvement of competitiveness and awareness of
important topics,
Call on the EU Commission and Member States
• To liberalise access to educational programmes, especially in higher education
and academics such as Erasmus, Tempus, Jean Monnet and similar schemes,
which will allow today’s youth to meet and handle the challenges of the future;
• To further support and promote all kinds of youth action towards trans-border
cooperation and the exchange of best practices in interest areas, such as student
mobility, youth entrepreneurial initiatives and non-governmental activities;
• To promote opportunities for young people in the fields of economy, science and
culture, where they can develop their potential in a multicultural and multilingual
environment;
• To actively encourage cooperation among the youth of Europe in different fields –
both at bilateral and multilateral levels.
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Resolution on support for the EU
“Erasmus for All”Initiative
Resolution on Eastern Partnership Platform 4
Adopted by the Council in Sopron on July 18, 2012
Presented by YLC Israel
Cooperation between the European Union and its Eastern Partners – Armenia,
Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine – is a crucial part of the
Union’s external relations. The closer that partner countries move towards the
EU the greater the opportunity for increasing political, economic and cultural
links with the Union as well as among the countries themselves.
The Eastern Partnership’s “Platform 4: Contacts between People” supports the
interaction between the citizens of EU partner countries, focusing in particular
on students, academic staff, researchers, young people, and cultural actors. Cooperation is organised in and around a number of EU cooperation programmes,
both new and existing, which concern education, higher education, research
and innovation, youth and culture. Attention is paid to the issues of modernisation, building capacity in research and innovation, and the mobility of students,
teachers, researchers and young people. The platform also promotes building
cooperative links with the EU in all areas of research, including research infrastructures.
The Eastern Partnership has consolidated and advanced steadily through both
bilateral and multilateral means. However, despite many achievements the limited progress and in some countries regression in democracy, the rule of law and
human rights remains a challenge which must be faced over the years ahead.
The EU has launched a range of flagship initiatives since the creation of the
Eastern Partnership which are regularly discussed on the relevant multilateral
Platform. An assessment of them will be conducted during 2012-13 and the
EU will reflect on possible new flagship initiatives in the run up to next Eastern
Partnership Summit to be implemented from 2014 as part of the programme
for 2014-2020.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Endorse the EU’s programmes for international cooperation in higher education;
• Support initiatives by private companies and civic organisations to offer schol-
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arships to EU universities for students from Eastern Partnership countries;
• Support initiatives to create more network programmes for young people in
Eastern Partnership breakaway regions;
• Suggest the European Commission create a dedicated web portal containing all
pertinent information for students in Eastern Partnership states;
• Suggest the promotion of increased participation in the EU’s 7th Research Framework Programme by actively involving the student and youth organisations of EU
Member States;
• Believe in closer cooperation between EDS and higher education institutions in
Eastern Partnership states in order to promote democratic ideas and student politics;
• Support the Roadmap to the Autumn 2013 Summit;
• Encourage the liberalisation of student and voluntary work visas in order to increase mobility and intellectual exchange between Eastern Partnership states and
the EU;
• Encourage Eastern Partnership and EU states to make the labour market more
accessible to full time students on student visas;
• Fully support the on-going association negotiations between the European Union
and the Eastern Partnership countries;
• Encourage the promotion of social entrepreneurship and enterprise in Eastern
Partnership states;
• Encourage Eastern Partnership states to simplify the administrative procedure for
starting up new companies;
• Suggest Eastern Partnership states make unused government properties available
to newly set up companies rent free;
• Supports the increase of tourism in Eastern Partnership countries as a means to
decrease youth unemployment and stimulate economic growth;
• Encourage Eastern Partnership states to widen access to higher education;
• Support opening a window to student mobility programmes in Eastern Partnership
countries.

RESOLUTIONS & STATEMENTS

Adopted by the Council in Sopron on July 18, 2012
Presented by RCDS Germany
On 23 November 2011 the European Commission presented its proposal for
the European Union’s programme “Erasmus for All”. This programme seeks to
combine all of the EU’s programmes on education, training, youth and sports for
the financial period from 2014 to 2020. It plays a crucial role in the Europe2020
initiative. The programme is now being discussed by the Council of the European
Union as well as at the European Parliament and is planned to be implemented with the EU budget for 2014 to 2020 in the Autumn of this year. However,
the exact scope and wording of the implementing legislation has still not been
decided. As a part of the resolution “Knowledge is Power” which was adopted
in May 2012, EDS acknowledges the aim of Europe2020 for Europe to move
towards a knowledge-based economy and to increase spending on education
in Europe. Investment in education is the best economic stimulus and not only
boosts the economy but also helps it recover.
As a part of “Erasmus for All” the learning mobility of individuals shall be
strengthened and extended. Learning mobility includes staff mobility, student
mobility, master degree mobility and youth mobility. In total the Commission’s
proposals state that five million people will benefit from this programme.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),

Acknowledge:
• The success of the Erasmus exchange programme which was adopted 25 years
ago; the need to support the exchange of students in order to allow the transfer
of expertise and knowledge;
• The role of education in solving the current economic crisis and providing a skilled
and professional workforce;
Strongly support:
• The introduction of “Erasmus for All” which will enhance the possibilities of all
students and youngsters in the EU to study and learn;
• The plan to increase the EU education budget in order to provide the opportunity
to stay abroad and thus experience studies in an international context as well as
getting knowledge of different cultures and ways-of-life;
• The establishment of “Erasmus Master” which will provide masters students who
are studying in a different Member State of the EU or the EEA with guaranteed
student loans to pay for tuition fees.
Call upon the Members of the European Parliament and the Council of
the European Union:
• To comply with the Commission’s plan to increase the EU budget on education
and to prioritise this budget overall other expenditure.

Resolution on High School Education in Romania
Adopted by the Council in Sopron on July 18, 2012
Over 340,000 high school graduates took the Baccalaureate exam at the beginning of July in Romania. Preliminary results show that in Romania in 2012
only one third of the high school students passed the baccalaureate exam
which is the worst result for the exam in the last 20 years. This reflects structural problems and issues of corruption and inadequate educational standards
in the Romanian teaching system.
According to data from the country’s Ministry of Education in 2009 almost
80 per cent of the students who took the exam managed to pass it. In 2010
this rate decreased to 67.4 and in 2011 only 44.5 per cent of the Romanian
students passed the first session of the baccalaureate exam.
In some counties, like Harghita and Covasna only 30 per cent of the students

could successfully pass the exam this year. The principal school inspector of
Covasna county pronounced that not only students and teachers are responsible for the disquieting results but those are also reflecting to the essential
problems of the Romanian education system as a whole.
In addition, the problem is not only in the extremely bad baccalaureate results
of the past few years but the Romanian education system has had to face
fraud cases too. For example, in 2008, a total of 125 people, including 38
teachers and 82 adult students were indicted by the Romanian anti-corruption prosecutor’s office in the most serious corruption suspected case of the
baccalaureate exam’s history after the transition years. But also many other
students were disqualified for plagiarism and cribbing. Due to these cases in
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all examination rooms across Romania are video surveillance systems by now,
according to the law.
Declaring that education, as one of the fundamental human rights contained in
the European Convention of Human Rights and promoted by the Council of Europe, is essential for the exercise of all other human rights. It promotes individual freedom and empowerment and yields important development benefits;
Acknowledging that school education has a particular importance in children’s
and young adults’ acquirement of basic knowledge, skills, competences, attitudes and values that they need throughout their lives;
Emphasizing that a sound school education system should sets
their pupils on the path of lifetime learning, prepares them for
the modern world and helps ensure open and democratic societies by training people in citizenship, solidarity and participative
democracy.

We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organization of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Call for the Romanian government to investigate deficiencies in the Romanian education system and introduce reforms in order to complement them;
• Request the Romanian government to improve the quality and efficiency of
education especially at the primary and secondary level and in teacher education;
• Ask the European Union to monitor this problematic situation in Romania
and offer assistance to facilitate the solving process;
• Draw attention of the Romanian government and all European states to
share best practices on the field of education in order to jointly developing
national education policies and systems in Romania;
• Call on the Romanian government to pursue individuals responsible for corruption within the Romanian educational system.

Resolution on Compulsory Access to Education
Adopted by the Council in Sopron on July 18, 2012
Presented by PWG Policies for Europe
Fully recognising that the right to education is a fundamental human right
contained in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and that education
plays a significant role in the personal development of people and the shaping
of European society,
Alarmed that children are denied access to education which constitutes a
breach of their right to education,
Aware that it is a continuous challenge for states to provide a high standard
of education,
Fully believing that budget cuts affecting the availability, accessibility, acceptability and adaptability of education, should be avoided at all costs,
Realising that grants, student loans, scholarships and other forms of financial
aid are of great importance to equal access to education,
Realising that there is a lack of educational infrastructure in certain rural
areas, resulting in pupils being unable to attend school, which effectively
amounts to a breach of the right to education by the state,
We, European Democrat Students, the official Student organisation of
the European People’s Party EPP
• Call on European states to look at the infringement of the right to education
more seriously and enforce it more stringently. An awareness raising cam44

paign should be carried out emphasizing its importance;
• Encourage coordinated efforts between students, parents, teaching staff, welfare
services and other stakeholders in order to safeguard the right to education;
• Recommend to issue best practice guidelines in relation to educational
standards to assure a level playing field;
• Urge local authorities to provide educational infrastructure like free transport to schools where there are no better transport alternatives available;
• Encourage governments to give incentives to banks to provide student
loans with flexible repayment conditions and low interest rates. Students
should be informed of all their rights and options;
• Strongly believe in the necessity of avoiding budget cuts resulting in reduced access to education. Any measures which result in a lower quality of
education should be absolutely avoided. Rather than reducing spending on
education governments should aim for smarter budgeting and the introduction of reforms;
• Suggest that a zero tolerance policy is adopted vis à vis parents keeping
their children away from school possibly through sanctions and penalties.
Two-fold inspection should be carried out for parents not sending their children to school and any possible discrimination.

Conference Resolution on Youth Involvement in
Politics of the 21st century
Adopted by the Council in Bucharest on October 19, 2012
Presented by the Executive Bureau
At a time of unprecedented crisis, European policy and policy in general takes
on a new importance. To address many of the current problems of the Union,
in each Member State there should be broad public consensus and deep
discussion at all levels of society. Unfortunately there is a major social stratum of young people who are disinterested and apathetic to current political
developments and processes. However, the majority of young people believe
that their problems are not important for the political class and found no reason to participate in political organisations, parties and elections. At the same
time, great potential lies undiscovered in the young and their leadership and
political skills remain unused. The majority of young people are attracted by
non-profit organisations, non-governmental organisations and movements,
and because of that, the only way for them to change the social system is to
do protest or express themselves on the internet. There are many examples
of this and one of the reasons is that among them there are no politically
engaged young people to discuss problems and look for solutions through
political methods and participation in elections. According to recent polls,
only 13% of young people vote in local and national elections. In European
elections, such as for MEPs, participation is even lower.
However, young people are actively involved in the formation of EU policies
in all youth-related spheres. Initiatives such as “Knowledge is power” conducted by the EDS in 2012 proved to be very effective in demonstrating young
people’s willingness to stand up for their core beliefs.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),

Acknowledging Participating in politics is a fundamental human right
Recognising the crucial importance of youth activities in all policy – making
processes for the purpose of establishing a constructive dialogue between
institutions and young people;
Considering Higher education to be very important for political and democratic climate;
Being aware of the necessity for deeper encouraging of young people in policy involvement on a university basis;
Believing that young people should active in all areas of public debate, during
policymaker processes, at national and pan-European levels.
Call on the European Commission and all Member States to
• Further explore all the possibilities to encourage active youth to develop
skills during their education;
• Intensively support lecturers to seek and further encourage active young
people to develop their analytical and political skills in educational, social and
outdoor environments;
• Firmly continue to support all kinds of youth activities and political involvement that aims improving democracy, rule of law the mutual dialogue between youth, governmental and non–governmental organisations;
• Continue to promote the development of young politicians and their active
involvement in the political life of Europe;
• Support and promote theoretical and practical training for young politicians,
• Develop and promote campaigns that aim to attract more young people
into politics, in order to be part of the decision-making processes.
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Resolution on Youth Unemployment
Adopted by the Council in Bucharest on October 19, 2012
Presented by PWG Higher Education and Research
Latest studies show about 12,8 % of young people under the age of 25 in the
European Union – about 7,5 million people – do not have a job. Most of them
have no higher education and left school without any qualifications. More and
more university graduates are unable to find a job, a situation only made worse
by the financial crisis.
Whether financed by private funding or the state, higher education costs society
a lot of money. However, the consequences of young people’s lack of education
and structural unemployment among university graduates will be even more
expensive. A recent European survey encompassing EU countries showed the
accumulated loss for those 21 countries alone could be over 100 billion euros.
That includes not only the estimated costs of welfare payments but also the
economic and medical costs that also arise.
One cause of the difficulty graduates face in finding a job is the lack of guidance
they receive in choosing the right degree course. Many students start their studies with false expectations and choose a faculty based on popularity or other
factors that do not take into account a student’s individual talents and personality. On top of this, many students are pushed into set paths in university and
graduate with little practical work experience and lack the basic skills required in
the job market to successfully find their first job.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
Expressing our deep concern about the increasing unemployment among university graduates;
Being aware of the fact that the majority of students lack working experience
and a connection to the labour market;
Taking into account that labour law in some cases is so rigid so as to discourage
businesses from hiring new staff;
Recognising the impact of housing in youth mobility for getting into the labour
market,
Underlining the negative consequences of young people ending up in structural
unemployment and the huge costs to society which follow;
Referring to our Knowledge is Power campaign which defends the knowledge-based society and calls on the EU to invest in higher education and research, despite the present crisis, in order for young people to attain high quality
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education and better chances in the labour market;
Noting that the EU 2020 Strategy on Higher Education and Research is a tool
mainly focused on promoting international mobility which does not adequately
deal with the particular problems of youth unemployment;
Recognising the inflation of diplomas towards Europe;
Encouraging the integration of internship programmes into academic curricula;
Believing that schools should provide students with the necessary entrepreneurial skills and knowledge;
Approving the breakdown of barriers to cross-border movement of workers
within the EU;
Promoting the integration of the foreign work force within each society;
Prioritizing the speedy completion of visa facilitation and readmission agreements with the eastern partnership countries.
Call upon the EU to support a smoother transition for graduates from
universities to the labour market by:
• Creating a stricter policy towards early school leaving so that the outflow of
unqualified young people is reduced;
• Increase the cooperation between the private sector and academia to improve youth integration in the labour market while bearing in mind academic freedom;
• Providing students already in the entry phase of higher education with
better guidance and evaluation services so as to reduce the number of
students who quit their studies without graduating or start over in a new
curriculum while already being in a late stage in another;
• Ensuring that all curricula throughout the EU include a transparent basic
training for the necessary skills required in the job market;
• Recommending the promotion of apprenticeships, especially for people in
the beginning stages of their working life, by providing state financial incentives regarding business funding;
• Requesting more guiding information for high school students before entering the higher educational system, so that they could take a more informed
decision about their future;
• Further recommend that tax reductions or grants be awarded to companies
which hire young people.

RESOLUTIONS & STATEMENTS
Resolution on Protection
Against Discrimination due to Sexual Orientation
Adopted by the Council in Bucharest on October 19, 2012
Presented by HSF Norway and Young Likud Israel
Deeply concerned about discrimination and violence that has been reported
against people due to their sexual orientation;
Acknowledging that studies show that between 1 and 5 per cent of people
openly identify themselves as being of a gay or bisexual orientation ;
Observing that the United Nations Human Rights Council adopted a motion on
the 17th of June 2011 “expressing grave concern at acts of violence and discrimination, in all regions of the world, committed against individuals because of
their sexual orientation and gender identity”;
Noting that many Countries do not recognise same-sex relationships by law,
lack anti-discrimination legislation and/or do not allow gay people to serve openly as such in the army;
Express concern over the fact that many countries do not provide health advice

for homosexual people;
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Strongly condemn all forms of violence and discrimination against individuals
because of their sexual orientation;
• Urge states to by law protect their gay population against discrimination, and in
particular make it unlawful to deny people jobs because of their sexual orientation,
• Call for states of United Nations and particularly states of European Union to
allow civil partnerships for same-sex relationships;
• Express the need for education on sexual health issues that include the gay
population, as well as awareness campaigns;
• Call on all states to allow people to serve openly as gay in the armed forces.

Conference Resolution on United in Diversity – A Youth Contribution to the Policy of Integration of the Roma Minority
Adopted by the Council in Trnava on December 8, 2012
Presented by the Executive Bureau
United in diversity. Those three words contain one of the main ideologies of
Council of Europe member states. A decade of Roma integration into society at
a European level clearly shows that there is a place for everyone in this union,
and every minority is actually part of the precious heritage of the European community. Ethnic equality is crucial for the stable, peaceful and balanced development of the whole continent. Therefore, every European citizen has equal rights
regardless of ethnicity.
History shows that ethnic imbalance has negative social, economic and political
consequences.
Education is an important key to encouraging integration and more equal access
of minorities to the common labour market.
The Council of Europe (CoE) and its member states hold discussions on how to
integrate minorities and are constantly searching for best practices for developing and implementing measures for fighting ethnic discrimination.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organi-

sation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
Recalling the purposes and principles of the European Convention of Human
Rights, the Universal Declaration of Human rights, and applicable International
human rights treaties;
Considering that the creation of objective and transparent criteria is needed in
order to evaluate the results of the efforts made to improve integration. The
strategies on that topic should have long-term perspectives and should provide
a sustainable outcome;
Recognising that the integration of Roma is important for the European community;
Believing that one of the successful approaches to Roma integration is through
education;
Encouraging the involvement of the Roma minority in all policy spheres at national and European level;
Recognising that the attitudes of the population sometimes will add to the problem;
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Resolution on Agricultural subsidies
Firmly supporting the development of strategies for Roma integration at national
and European levels;
Realising that further actions are needed in order to boost social integration of
Roma minorities, especially on a youth level and in all educational institution;
Call on the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe to
• Develop a long-term vision and mission of integration policy along with
a system for resource allocation, including setting specific integration
targets;
• Provide conditions for the education of members of minority groups, and to

monitor the implementation of integration strategies;
• Provide conditions for the dissemination of information on Roma minority
among the population and conditions to facilitate amicable co-existence between ethnic groups;
• Further develop effective approaches for Roma integration and equal access
to education and the labour market;
• Encourage member states to develop national policies in favour of ethnic
tolerance and intercultural mutual respect between minorities and majority
populations.

Statement on Erasmus Programme
Adopted by the Council in Trnava on December 8, 2012
To Wilfried Martens, President of the European Peoples Party,
Member of the European Parliament from the European Peoples Party Group
Dear Mr. President, Dear Members of the European Parliament,
At the change of the fiscal year 2012, the EU faced a deficit of 9 billion euros.
Besides the omnipresent financial crisis, which endangered the young generation of European Citizens, the budgetary gap would have also put the Erasmus
Programme at risk or at least have resulted in a bow wave carried into the next
financial year, ultimately resulting in a vicious circle.
It is unacceptable to let students, who are willing to become more European in
their education and mindset, suffer from wrong setting of priorities and miscalculation.
As being one of the biggest success stories of the European Union, over 200.000
students per year challenge themselves with studying in another country to promote the idea of a common European Identity.
Not only, that European mobility encourages transnational cooperation, it is also a
cornerstone for the EU’s central aim to boost our competitiveness around the globe.
By the help of the Erasmus grant, the European dimension of higher education
has been strengthened increasingly over the last 25 years. In 2011, there was
an increase of 8,5 % of the number of Erasmus participants, who contributed to
build a stronger EU.
So far, not even one percent of the EU annual budget is used to support educa48

tional mobility. Yet, the inaccurate budgeting by the General Direction entails that
there is a persisting shortfall of 180 Million Euros to fulfil the commitments under
the Lifelong Learning Programme (LLP). As the Erasmus Programme amounts
for 45 % of the LLP, the grant of an estimated number of 270.000 students will
be lowered or even cancelled.
Representing more than one million Students from all over Europe, European
Democrat Students clearly refuse the infringement of the Erasmus Programme
by budgetary inadequacy of the responsible boards.
As the future performance of the EU certainly relies on the quality of higher education, this requires that the financial aid for European Educational Programmes
has to be safeguarded.
With the launch of ‘Erasmus for all’, which aims at establishing a mobility rate
of 20 % of all European students, the financial gap will inevitably violate the main
strategic objectives of European educational policy.
The European Commission, as well as the Council and the European Parliament
is well advised to recognise, that the credibility of European Governance and
its acceptance depends also on the young generation with its students all over
Europe.
We urge the European Peoples Party, their members, and all representatives
within the European Parliament as well as the Council to immediately solve this
problem and account for the specificities of the Erasmus budget. A bow wave
transferred into future years should be prevented. The education of students and
students themselves should not be threatened.

RESOLUTIONS & STATEMENTS

Adopted by the Council in Trnava on December 8, 2012
Presented by PWG Policies for Europe
Acknowledging that the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) is one of the EUs´
underlying policies and its´ subsidies represent more than one third of the EU
budget and that the aim of CAP is to provide farmers with a reasonable standard
of living, consumers with quality food at fair prices and to preserve rural heritage;
Noting with concern that the subsidized agricultural sector in Europe damages
Third World competitiveness and EU relations to Third World countries;
Recognizing that the current functioning of the CAP does not give equal support
for farmers in all EU states, and thereby is damaging to EU-unity, to principles
of solidarity and fair treatment, and is raising euroscepticism by favoring certain
member states;
Acknowledging that both the overproduction and the misuse of CAP subsidies
can be damaging to the environment and increase food prices;
Confident that equal CAP subsidies for all of the member states of the EU, followed by a gradual deregulation of the agricultural sector, and more free market
policies would both lower the price of food in Europe, as well as it would ensure

competitiveness;
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Emphasize the necessity to create equal opportunities for all Member States to
participate in the common EU market and the need of fair competition and avoidance of market distortions;
• Call on the EU to reduce subsidies differences between member state countries;
• Demand that agricultural subsidies be gradually replaced by the free market;
• Call on the EU to separate regional development funding from commercial subsidies in order to increase regional developments effectiveness and to decrease the
misuse of commercial subsidies;
• Call on the EU to gradually replace subsidies with credit for agricultural Research
and Development and for land leasing;
• Demand that subsidies are not given by amount of production, in order to prevent
overproduction of food.

Conference Resolution on Transborder Cooperation – New
Perspectives for Youth Development
Adopted by the Council in Lviv on March 9, 2013
Presented by the Executive Bureau
Historically, young people have always been the carriers of new ideas on reforms and political regime changes. Cooperation is a central principle to achieve
development, progress and improve people’s lives. Moreover, today the example of that is the trans-border cooperation “Eastern partnership” between
the European Union and Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and
Ukraine. The continuous development of integration and cooperation are core
values of the European Union.
Physical boundaries have not just influenced the development of individual countries.
Barriers to students, tourists, and businesses hinder the development of states.
Nowadays, young Europeans cooperate at a trans-border level and share experiences and best practices in politics, economics and other areas. The number
of trans-border youth activities today are constantly increasing which makes
Europe stronger and more competitive and this process should continue.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organi-

sation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Believing in the free movement of people, goods and capital and recognise that
these conditions are crucial for establishing democracy and free market rules;
• Firmly supporting the continuing integration of Europe and coordination between
Member states and the rest of the countries in Europe;
• Recognising that trans-border cooperation in the youth and educational fields allows decision-makers to benefit from academic reflection and will promote the
interaction between the academic community, policy-makers and civil society;
• Realising the necessity of the exchange of best-practice at all levels, especially
amongst the youth of Europe and believing this will encourage new perspectives
on policy issues;
• Firmly believing that trans-border youth cooperation is beneficial to the educational system and constant improvement of competitiveness and awareness of
important topics,
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Call on the EU Commission and Member States
• To liberalise access to educational programmes, especially in higher education
and academics such as Erasmus, Tempus, Jean Monnet and similar schemes,
which will allow today’s youth to meet and handle the challenges of the future;
• To further support and promote all kinds of youth action towards trans-border
cooperation and the exchange of best practices in interest areas, such as student

mobility, youth entrepreneurial initiatives and non-governmental activities;
• To promote opportunities for young people in the fields of economy, science and
culture, where they can develop their potential in a multicultural and multilingual
environment;
• To actively encourage cooperation among the youth of Europe in different fields –
both at bilateral and multilateral levels.

Resolution on the Right to Education
and Academic Freedom in Iran
Adopted by the Council in Lviv on March 9, 2013
Presented by Young Likud Israel
Acknowledging that				
The right to education for all persons without discrimination is explicitly guaranteed under international instruments, which Iran has accepted or to which it
is party, including the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International
Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), and the UNESCO
Convention against Discrimination in Education. It is also guaranteed under Iran’s
Constitution. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and
the International Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD)
further protect the rights of individuals to freedom of opinion, expression, association, and assembly, and prohibit discrimination against any person due to their
race, sex, religion or belief, ethnicity, or political or other opinion. The ICCPR also
protects the right of minorities, in community with others, to enjoy their own culture, to profess and practice their own religion, and to use their own language;
In the International Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights’ General
Comment 13 from 1999, academic freedom is explained as including:
“the liberty of individuals to express freely opinions about the institution or system in which they work, to fulfill their functions without discrimination or fear
of repression by the State or any other actor, to participate in professional or
representative academic bodies, and to enjoy all the internationally recognized
human rights applicable to other individuals in the same jurisdiction”;
Additionally, General Comment 13 of the ICESCR states that “the denial of academic freedom of staff and students” would be a violation of Article 13 of the
ICESCR;
UNESCO’s 1997 Policy Recommendation Concerning the Status of Higher Education Teaching Personnel also provides that the right to education “can only be
fully enjoyed in an atmosphere of academic freedom and autonomy for institu50

tions of higher education.” Academic freedom is defined as:
“the right without constriction by prescribed doctrine, to freedom of teaching
and discussion, freedom of carrying out research and disseminating and publishing the results thereof, freedom to express opinion[s], freedom from institutional censorship and freedom to participate in professional and representative
academic bodies […] without discrimination of any kind and without fear of
repression by the state or any other source”;
The UNESCO Policy further provides that professors should not be forced to
instruct against their own best knowledge and conscience, to use curricula
or methods contrary to international human rights standards, or be subject to
dismissal for any reason without sufficient cause related to professional conduct and demonstrable before independent and impartial third party hearings.
According to these standards, higher education institutions should support academic freedom and fundamental human rights, ensure students are treated
fairly and justly, adopt policies that ensure equitable treatment of women and
minorities, and ensure that higher education personnel are not impeded in their
work by violence, intimidation, or harassment;
Considering that
The International Campaign for Human Rights in Iran and 16 other student and
human rights organisations in a statement expressing deep concern for the violation of the right to education and academic freedom in Iran. The statement,
addressed to Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei and the Ministry of Science,
Research and Technology, calls for Iran to uphold its obligations under international and domestic law and provide all students with the right to education and
academic freedom;
The 17 organisations urged Iranian authorities to end their systematic exclusion

RESOLUTIONS & STATEMENTS
of students, particularly Baha’i students and student activists, from university,
and allow all students in Iran to freely pursue their education;
The statement calls attention to the official attack on university students and
educators, which has been increasing exponentially since the June 2009 presidential election;
The signatory organisations are: Abdorrahman Boroumand Foundation, Amnesty International, Arseh Sevom, ARTICLE 19, Bahá’í International Community, Committee of Human Rights Reporters, Cairo Institute for Human Rights
Studies, Green Students for a Democratic Iran – Southern California, Human
Rights Activists in Iran, Human Rights Watch, International Campaign for Human Rights in Iran, International Federation for Human Rights, Iran Human Rights
Documentation Center, Iranian League for the Defence of Human Rights, Society
to Combat Discrimination in Education, Iranian Democratic Student Association
of George Washington University, and United for Iran.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
Hereby adopt and join the statement on the Right to Education and Academic
Freedom in Iran; and encourage the European institutions to urge strongly the
Iranian authorities to fulfill Iran’s international obligations to ensure respect for
the right to education and academic freedom by:
• Releasing immediately and unconditionally all Iranian students and higher education personnel who have been jailed for peacefully exercising their rights to freedom of expression, association, and assembly, including educators at the Baha’i
Institute of Higher Education, and including those who have expressed political
opinions (lists provided below);

• Ending the systemic identification and targeting of students due to their beliefs,
or their religious, political or civic activities, and revising regulations for admissions
and “disciplinary committees” to ensure they uphold and respect the principles of
free expression, assembly, and association;
• Removing all intelligence units and Basij paramilitary units from university campuses;
• Allowing peaceful, independent Iranian student organisations to operate freely
and without interference from government authorities and organs;
• Abolishing discriminatory policies against women, including the quota system
that restricts women’s participation in higher education, gender segregation
which may lead to women experiencing discrimination in higher education, and
restrictions on campuses and fields of study in which women can enroll; and ending enforcement of clothing standards that violate the rights to privacy, freedom of
expression and freedom of religion or belief;
• Abolishing all policies and practices that discriminate against or otherwise violate
the rights of religious and ethnic minorities in Iran, particularly the Baha’i community, including in regard to their access to higher education and academic freedom;
• Ending the practice of hiring, promoting or firing higher education teaching personnel based on their personal and political opinions and establishing independent university committees to review and reinstate professors that have been
dismissed on ideological and politically motivated grounds; and
• Ensuring that the governance, curricula and procedures for enrollment in universities are independent from government control and free from ideological vetting,
including by the Supreme Council of the Cultural Revolution, and that they adhere
to international standards of academic freedom outlined by UNESCO and the
ICESCR.

Resolution on Human Trafficking
Adopted by the Council in Lviv on March 9, 2013
Presented by PWG Human Rights
Human Trafficking is a crime against humanity. It involves an act of recruiting,
transporting, transferring, harbouring or receiving a person through the use of
force, coercion or other means, for the purpose of exploiting them. Every year,
thousands of men, women and children fall into the hands of traffickers, in their
own countries and abroad. It is estimated that several hundred thousand people
are trafficked into the EU or within the EU every year. Human trafficking is the
third most profitable criminal activity in the world and estimated global annual
profits made from the exploitation of all trafficked forced labour are €42.6 billion.

It is a crime against human rights for men, women and children to be traded
for the purpose of removal of organs, begging, sexual exploitation, labour exploitation, stealing and many other criminal activities. The main causes of human
trafficking are poverty and extreme economic and developmental differences
between countries.
Lack of prohibition and enforcement, poor monitoring and corruption with the
lack of civilian courage (people who are not directly involved) and (non) education are working in favour of this growing criminal activity.
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Because of the low level of education and public awareness on this problem,
people are much more easily cheated with promises of jobs that provide much
better living standards than the victims and their families have now.
There is no European state that is not included in this problem whether it is the
country of origin of the victim, the destination country or counties through which
trafficked people are routed.
Economic and developmental differences countries are the basic generator of
human trafficking.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
Recognising the problem of this growing criminal activity and the fact that there
are more slaves today than at any time in history;
The fact that the victims of human trafficking are stigmatised with the consequences for the rest of their lives and the fact that many of cases could have
been stopped before they had occurred;
The fact that institutions are not providing adequate medical assistance to the
victims;
Recognising the failure of relevant institutions to act swiftly and forcefully in

dealing with the problem of human trafficking;
Recognising the problems relating to the mental well-being of victims, the lack
of sufficient rehabilitation and the problem of victims not feeling safe in reaching
out to authorities;
Recognising the problem of people who are not directly involved failing to react
could help in decreasing the human trafficking problem;
We call upon the EU states:
• To encourage the NGOs and campaigns that are working in the direction of raising
public awareness;
• To educate their citizens on this growing problem and its dangers;
• For stronger sanctions and penalties, consistently enforced, for all people who are
involved in the process of trafficking;
• To encourage people to report human trafficking and raising public awareness by
establishing anonymous telephone lines;
• To de-stigmatise and help the victims with: anonymous telephone lines, safe
houses, medical assistance, psychiatrists and other medical healthcare that is
necessary in the rehabilitation process;
• We encourage governments in their

Resolution on Corruption
Adopted by the Council in Lviv on March 9, 2013
Presented by PWG Policies for Europe
Alarmed by the fact that many European countries are ranked very low in the
Corruption Perceptions Index (Transparency International)
Recognising that corruption is damaging to the quality of life of substantial
groups and that it is always likely to breed additional corruption
Being aware of the negative impact of corruption towards the respect people
show for law, state authorities and democracy in general
Confirming that corruption creates conditions of unequal opportunities and
affects the political domain negatively [unfair elections]
Acknowledging that when a large part of the economy is being controlled by
the Government and the State’s involvement in the economy is excessive,
many forms of corruption are likely to appear (bribery of public officials, abuse
of discretion, clientelism, nepotism, favoritism etc.)
Acknowledging that reduced tax revenues, caused by excessive tax non-compliance, have severe negative consequences to economies going through recession and fiscal consolidation
Firmly believing that transparency is essential to the competitiveness of the
economy, the respect of the rule of law and the enhanced trust of the society
in State Institutions
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We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Call for a zero tolerance policy against corruption, and enforce stricter laws to
fight corruption;
• Urge states to have a transparent tax-system and to regulate the financing of
political parties;
• Demand that all states provide public access to all non-restricted government
documents;
• Encourage states to engage in the building of an Inter-State cooperation against
corruption and the exchange of know-how;
• Call for an increase on independent corruption auditors;
• Emphasise the importance of an independent media, free from government control;
• Call for states to raise awareness about corruption and its destructive effects
through the education system;
• Call on states to provide measures against bribery to ensure the fairness in public services;
• Call on the European Union to introduce a web site where common policies are
published and improve IT systems to assist in revealing instances of corruption;
• Call on states to provide fully legal protection to whistleblowers of corruption.

RESOLUTIONS & STATEMENTS

Resolution on the Prospect of a Nuclear-armed Iran
Adopted by the Council in Lviv on March 9, 2013
Presented by Young Likud Israel
Acknowledging that
Since Iran’s crackdown against anti-government protests following the 2009
presidential election the human rights crisis in the country has only deepened.
There is a broad-based campaign underway to severely weaken civil society by
targeting journalists, lawyers, rights activists and students. The number of executions has risen sharply since 2010, and authorities tightly restrict access to information by blocking websites, slowing down internet speeds, and jamming foreign
satellite broadcasts. In March 2011, the UN Human Rights Council appointed a
Special Rapporteur on Iran in response to the worsening rights situation in Iran,
but authorities have so far refused to allow him access to the country.
Considering that
The prospect of a nuclear-armed Iran should concern every European and be unacceptable to the community of nations. Since 1979 the Iranian regime, most
recently under President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad’s leadership, has demonstrated
increasingly threatening behaviour and rhetoric toward the European Union and
democratic states. Iran continues to defy the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA) and the United Nations in their attempts to monitor its nuclear activities. A
number of Arab states have warned that Iran’s development of nuclear weapons

poses a threat to Middle East stability and could provoke a regional nuclear arms
race. In short, the prospect of a nuclear armed Iran is a danger to world peace.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
Urge the European Commission, European Council and European Parliament to:
• Inform the public about the nature of the Iranian regime, including its desire and
intent to possess nuclear weapons, as well as Iran’s role as a state supporter of
global terrorism, and a major violator of human rights at home and abroad;
• Heighten awareness both at a national and international level about the danger
that a nuclear armed Iran poses to its region, Europe and the entire world;
• Mobilise public support, use media outreach, and persuade our elected leaders to
voice a robust and united European opposition to a nuclear Iran;
• Lay the groundwork for effective EU policies in coordination with the USA and
other allies, especially in the Middle East and Turkey;
• Persuade the Iranian regime to desist from its quest for nuclear weapons, while
striving not to punish the Iranian people; and
• Promote efforts that focus on vigorous national and international social, economic, political and diplomatic measures.
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Conference Resolution on Innovation and the creative
economy – a key factor for a better future
Adopted by the Council in Vilnius on April 27, 2013
Presented by the Executive Bureau
In the last few years Europe has faced unprecedented challenges in all spheres
of social and political life. Difficult financial problems in many European countries
affecting every sector of the economy, social crises and the Arab Spring, the
rising price of fuel and raw materials and also climate change have put Europe in
a situation that no one could have foreseen before 2008.
However, Europe’s political leaders have correctly seen that high-tech and creative
solutions could provide an answer to many of these problems. Moreover, investment in high technology helps create an innovative economy that produces higher
value goods as well as ensuring Europe‘s competitiveness in the global market.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
Believing that a creative and innovative economy is a key factor for social and
economic development,
Recognising that investment in high-tech and innovative production could create
significant added value and have a positive impact on government budgets,
Firmly supporting government policies which promote youth entrepreneurship
and the development of youth business enterprises,
Realising that the transition from a traditional to an innovative economic system

through inclusive growth is crucial in addressing problems such as poverty, climate change, unemployment and energy inefficiency,
Recognising the importance of an active European policy implemented in all
Member States in reforming education systems to prepare students for work
and to create new and modern businesses,
Call on the European Commission and Member States to:
• Implement policies for promoting sustainable new industries that use energy and
raw materials in a more efficient and environmentally friendly manner;
• Support the use of the Single European Patent since this will provide support for
young entrepreneurs seeking funds;
• Liberalise the legal and administrative procedures for launching creative economic
projects and the establishment of innovative businesses, especially for young entrepreneurs;
• Further support the implementation of programmes for young entrepreneurs and the
creation of more business incubators to foster a larger number of innovative ideas;
• Conduct policies for the creation of new programmes in higher education institutions, and strongly support the cooperation between institutions, universities and the
private sector and also the establishing of courses in innovative entrepreneurship.

Resolution on Freedom of Speech Online
Adopted by the Council in Vilnius on April 27, 2013
Presented by PWG Human Rights
As electricity consumption in the EU rises the production of secure, cheap and
sustainable energy becomes of paramount importance. One of the safest ways to
produce it is through nuclear power.
36% of EU gas is imported from Russia, thus making 18 EU countries dependant
upon this country. Most countries do not possess their own resources and as a
result depend on imports.
In several EU countries electricity production and distribution is monopolistic. The
absence of competition in this field may lead to low quality and fragmented services and high prices.
Renewable/green energy (solar, wind, hydro, biofuel) is often subsidised by governments, leading to distortions in competition and higher prices for consumers.
Renewable energy production’s dependence on government subsidies cannot
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remain sustainable in the long term in proper market economy conditions.
We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Urge European regional countries to open up their energy markets in order to
ensure free and fair competition and the use of different kinds of energy sources;
• Support free market policies within the energy market and oppose policies that
excessively subsidise or discriminate certain energy production technologies;
• Support the development of a diverse energy market consisting of a wide spectrum of technologies, production methods and producers, including the possibility
of energy production on a local or small scale;
• Encourage European countries to recognise the importance of energy independence;
• Support the development of safe nuclear energy.

RESOLUTIONS & STATEMENTS

Resolution on Mobility of Academics
Adopted by the Council in Vilnius on April 27, 2013
Presented by PWG Higher Education & Research
Acknowledging that the mobility of academics influences both the academic
sphere as well as the economy,
Being aware that growing ties within the European research community are
also important for society in general,
Concerned that funds to support schemes encouraging such mobility are highly limited,
Emphasising that increasing the exchange of academics is highly beneficial
for the academic community as well as for the individual himself. For both,
becoming familiar with new cultures and new languages makes it easier to
adapt to new situations,
Noting that only a highly mobile academic workforce will ensure the development of business knowledge clusters and intensified cooperation
within these clusters, thereby resulting in even more innovation and busi-

ness ideas,
Concerned about remaining barriers to entering the job market of another
Member State,
We the European Democrat Students, the official student organisation
of the European People’s Party:
• Request a commitment from the European Parliament, Commission and Member States to finance activities of European integration;
• Put emphasis on the focal point of the stimulation of an European identity. This will
foster European integration and so further increase European cooperation;
• Ask that new measures are taken to guarantee the further development of a
single European labour market;
• Stress the need for more flexibility for entry into the job markets of different
Member States.

Resolution on Energy Market Policy
Adopted by the Council in Vilnius on April 27, 2013
Presented by PWG Policies for Europe
As electricity consumption in the EU rises the production of secure, cheap and
sustainable energy becomes of paramount importance. One of the safest ways to
produce it is through nuclear power.
36% of EU gas is imported from Russia, thus making 18 EU countries dependant
upon this country. Most countries do not possess their own resources and as a
result depend on imports.
In several EU countries electricity production and distribution is monopolistic. The
absence of competition in this field may lead to low quality and fragmented services and high prices.
Renewable/green energy (solar, wind, hydro, biofuel) is often subsidised by governments, leading to distortions in competition and higher prices for consumers.
Renewable energy production’s dependence on government subsidies cannot
remain sustainable in the long term in proper market economy conditions.

We, the European Democrat Students (EDS), the official student organisation of the European People’s Party (EPP),
• Urge European regional countries to open up their energy markets in order
to ensure free and fair competition and the use of different kinds of energy
sources;
• Support free market policies within the energy market and oppose policies that
excessively subsidise or discriminate certain energy production technologies;
• Support the development of a diverse energy market consisting of a wide spectrum of technologies, production methods and producers, including the possibility
of energy production on a local or small scale;
• Encourage European countries to recognise the importance of energy independence;
• Support the development of safe nuclear energy.
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XXXVI Summer University in Hungary

EVENTS

“Crossing Borders –
Uniting Europe”
July 15th to 20th in Sopron
Organised by: Fidesz Youth

On Monday three main topics were discussed during the meeting of the PWG “Policies for Europe”. First of them was the conference resolution. Main debate was on
this part of it, about the adoption of a new strategic approach towards immigration
reforms by focusing on the concept of integration through education. Second topic
at the meeting was a motion, written after the Policy days, held in Georgia earlier
this year. The last document which was discussed during the meeting was the draft
of the “EPP Single Market Resolution”.
The permanent working group Higher Education and Research and the PWG Human
Rights had a long joint session where they, after discussing the conference resolution on “New Perspectives for mobility of knowledge”, shared their opinions about
the resolutions on “Support for the EU Erasmus for All initiative”, and the motion on
“High School Education in Romania”.
During the afternoon the participants could attend three different workshops organised by the Konrad Adenauer Foundation lead by Prof. Hendrik, Mr. Christian Passin
and Kinga Szabó.
On Tuesday surrounded by a serious interest of the most important Hungarian media
was held the international symposium of the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung.
In his opening words, the mayor of Sopron, Mr. Tamás Fodor mentioned that the
city is the place where the reunification has been started more importantly on an
individual level –at the Pan-European Picnic. Speakers were Áron Veress, Chairman
of Fidesz Youth, Mr. Hans Kaiser, representative of the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung
in Hungary, Mr. Gergely Gulyás, Vice-Chairman of Fidesz Parliamentary Group, Mr.
Michael Stübgen, Member of the Bundestag, Mr. József Szájer, Vice-Chairman of
the EPP Group.
After a short break, at the second panel Andreas Oplatka’s presentation was about
Hungary’s problems with Iron curtain and he talked about the extreme expenses for
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maintain it and mentioned the struggle of Prime Minister Nemeth to demolish the
Iron curtain. Mr. Axel Hartman ambassador of Germany in Bratislava was talking
about his experiences of becoming ambassador in Budapest. Mr. Manfred Wilke
professor emeritus, former Head of research alliance on the SED shared his personal
memories about how people were escaping from the East to the West after the wall
collapsed. Heinrich Oberreuter prof. emer. University of Passau spoke about how
unification happened and transformation of countries and this affected the people.
During the third panel session the head of the Danube Institute, Professor Ellen Bos
shared her personal experience and laid out failing social, economic and political
features of the dissolving state she were introduced to during her presence in GDR.
Friedrich Magirius, a superintendent at the St. Nicholas Church in Leipzig during 80s,
organizer of the well-known Monday prayers for peace, once again remembered the
days of the peaceful demonstrations.
Bence Bauer as moderator opened the last panel discussion of the day with the
pointing out the goals of the panel, which focused on the history between the years
1945-1989. Speakers Hendrij Hansen, lecturer of political science at the Andrassy
University, Laszlo Nagy, organizer of the Pan-European Picnic and Vice Chairman of
the Pan-European Picnic 89 Foundation Jakov Devcic, student at the Andrassy University, delivered a presentation relevant to the topic.
On 18th of July took place the 42nd Annual Meeting of EDS. Liberal Democratic
Youth of Moldova (TLDM) became full member organization of EDS. After the lunch
break the meeting continued with the election of the new Executive Bureau. The
new Secretary General and two Directors were also appointed.
On Thursday the participants of the conference had the opportunity – by emphasizing the lack of borders in the united Europe – to visit the town of Eisenstadt in
Austria.
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1st Council Meeting in Romania

EVENTS

„Youth Involvement in Politics of
the 21st Century”
October 15th to 19th in Bucharest
Organised by: OTPD-L Romania

During the event EDS had the unique opportunity to take part at the EPP Congress in
the Romanian parliament. On the first day of the Congress EDS had a workshop on
student campaigning as a side event of the EPP congress. This was a good occasion
for EDS members to exchange best practices and experiences on campaigning. The
two moderators of the workshop were Amélie Pommier and Ingrid Caroline Hopp,
both Vice-Chairmen of EDS. The side event was opened by Mr. Antonio Lopez-Isturiz, Secretary General of EPP, who encouraged young people to be more active,
to learn, to develop themselves and to improve their skills, to get more and more
involved in public affairs and thus fight against youth unemployment. He underlined:
“The dignity of an employment is being useful for our society.” We have to promote
the Erasmus program, research and youth entrepreneurship. Mr. Lopez-Isturiz also
stressed the importance of fighting for Europe together in times of euroscepticism.
During the congress EDS members could listen to many highly interesting speeches. The German Chancellor, Dr. Angela Merkel, the president of the European Commission Jose Manuel Barroso, the current EPP leader Wilfried Martens, but also
president Traian Basescu was on the list of speakers for the EPP Congress. Among
them was also our Chairman, Juraj Antal, who had the opportunity to address the
Congress delegates with a speech talking about the importance of finding a balance
between tradition and progress in our societies. He stressed: “It takes dedication,
knowledge, skill and a clear sense of purpose to deliver solutions for the 21st Century.”
The highlight for EDS was Gintare Narkeviciute’s candidacy for EPP Vice-Presidency
as EDS’s candidate. Gintare received 187 votes and would like to again thank the
delegates who supported her. Although the received votes were not enough to become part of the newly elected EPP board, it nonetheless means a lot to EDS as
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the EPP student organisation since this marks the start for a deeper involvement of
EDS within EPP.
The European People’s Party has concluded its two days with the adoption of its
new Party Platform, its new political Manifesto, and 14 resolutions. The EPP also
held its Summit of heads of state and government and party leaders to prepare the
European Council meeting. Mr. Martens stated on the new Party Platform: “Twenty
years after the ‘Basic Programme’ of Athens, our delegates adopted the new ‘Party
Platform’with a large majority. The platform has taken into account the fundamental
changes that Europe has undergone in recent years and, at the same time, has
re-confirmed the values that guide our political family which are an indispensable
element of EPP’s success. The platform also tackles the challenges which Europe
and our societies currently face and puts forward solutions that will secure a stable
and prosperous future for the EU’s citizens.” He added on the new Manifesto: “The
new ‘Manifesto’ is a comprehensive document of our main political positions. The
document underlines our clear commitment to establish a real political Union. We
believe that the EU and the Member States must take the necessary steps to exercise more power jointly. Regarding the current economic crisis, we believe that
a balanced approach between fiscal discipline and sustainable economic growth
is the only credible solution. We also underline that the Euro is one of the most
profound expressions of European integration, and it needs to be safeguarded and
strengthened.”
On the last day of the Bucharest event the participants gathered for the first Council
Meeting of the working year 2012/2013. The highlight of the Council Meeting was
the election of the 8th Vice-Chairman of EDS, Avram Crisan, member of OTPD-L and
main organiser of the Bucharest event.
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2nd Council Meeting in Slovakia

EVENTS

“Living Together in Diverse Societies – A Youth Approach to the
Intercultural Dialogue with the
Roma Minority”
December 4th to 9th in Trnava
Organised by: ODM Slovakia

The event started with an opening session on the brief history of
Roma people - the origin of people of the Roma ethnic group, development of their language, their migration and the history of Roma
in Europe, which informed about the period of enslavement and the
holocaust. After a short introduction and sharing information from the
previous sessions the participants discussed the meaning of the three
key terms of stereotype, prejudice and discrimination.
EDS was also welcomed by the Mayor of Trnava, Ing. Vladimír Butoko,
in Trnava city hall. The Mayor held a foreword to the panel discussion.
He introduced EDS to the history of his city. he then talked about the
Roma minority. The panel discussion Panel discussion: “Roma situation in Slovakia” was introduced by EDS Chairman, Juraj Antal. The
speaker of the afternoon was MUDr. Péter Hunčik, psychiatrist, professional in nation cohabitation and former advisor of President Havel.
The organisers had the chance to facilitate an interactive workshop
on different thematic squares as well. The workshop dealt with such
issues as education, xenophobia, prejudices and demography concerning the Roma population in Europe. The objective of the workshop
was to show the participants, that the issue of the Roma population
in any country is a very complex problem which requires attention not
only on a governmental, but also on a public level.
During the event the participants watched a short video presentation
which showed a success story of Roma teenagers. Those young people were involved in the project Youth in Action but after several years
of participation they were left without a possibility to participate again.
This was done on purpose in order to help them find the potential
inside them, to understand that they are capable enough to make
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their own projects.
The Council of EDS had its formal session as well which, among other
topics on the agenda, adopted the final conference resolution unanimously, making it an official position of European Democrat Students
on the integration of the Roma minority. The conference resolution
under the title “United in Diversity – A Youth Contribution to the Policy
of Integration of the Roma Minority” underlined the relevance of the
topic in today’s Europe, and the importance of Roma integration and
as a student organisation EDS also highlighted the value of education
within the integration process.
Another highlight of the Council Meeting was the meeting with Mr.
Euduard Kukan, former Minister of Foreign Affairs of Slovakia and
Member of the European Parliament who shared his thoughts and
experiences of Roma integration. Mr. Kukan said the European institutions and EU countries have a joint responsibility to improve the
social inclusion and integration of Roma by using all the respective
instruments and policies for which they are responsible. In the past,
the EU has repeatedly stressed the need for better integration of
Roma. In many Member States, Roma represent a significant and
growing proportion of the school age population and future workers
thus Mr. Kukan underlined the importance of education within the integration process. “It is therefore of crucial importance to invest in
the education of Roma children to allow them to successfully enter
the labour market.” The vast majority of working age Roma lack the
education needed to find good jobs. Access to education is one of the
four crucial areas for Roma integration in the context of the Europe
2020 strategy.
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XXIII Winter University in Ukraine

EVENTS

“Transborder cooperation and
youth opportunities”
March 5th to 10th in Lviv
Organised by: Ukrainian Student’s Association (USA)

The event started with the panel discussion on the conference resolution “Youth Involvement in Politics of the 21st Century”. Promotion of Human Rights and the Rule of Law in former Soviet states
has been reported to form the “core” of the policy of the Eastern
Partnership. The EU draft of the EaP states that: “Shared values including democracy, the Rule of Law, and respect for Human Rights
will be at its core, as well as the principles of market economy, sustainable development and good governance.” The partnership is to
provide the foundation for new association agreements between the
EU and those partners who have made sufficient progress towards
the principles and values mentioned. Apart from values, the declaration says the region is of “strategic importance” and the EU has
an “interest in developing an increasingly close relationship with its
Eastern partners. The conference resolution named cooperation as
a central principle to achieve development, progress and qualitative
change in people’s lives. Today the example of that is the “Eastern
partnership” between the European Union and Armenia, Azerbaijan,
Belarus, Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine.The conference resolution
also highlighted the role of young people in transborder cooperation
since the number of transborder youth activities today are constantly
increasing which makes Europe stronger and more competitive and
that process should continue.
After discussing the conference resolution the participant went
to the Lviv City Hall, where they could participate at a panel
discussion under the title “Transborder cooperation and youth
community”. The two speakers were Mr. Vasil Kosiv - Deputy
Mayor of Lviv on humanitarian issues and Mr. Oleh Nimchynov,
civil activist, founder of the Ukrainian Student’s Association, and
former member of Lviv region council. At the panel the participants had the opportunity to learn more about the city of Lviv and
discussed such relevant questions as the EU – Ukraine relations,
the democratisation process in Ukraine, young people’s involve64

ment in politics in Ukraine and the country’s steps towards EU
membership.
Relations between Ukraine and the European Union are currently
shaped by the European Neighborhood Policy (ENP), a foreign policy instrument of the EU designed for the countries it borders. The
European Union is seeking an increasingly close relationship with
Ukraine, going beyond cooperation, to gradual economic integration
and deepening of political cooperation. Ukraine is said to be a priority
partner within the European Neighborhood Policy (ENP). In 2012 the
EU signed deals on free trade and political association with Ukraine,
however EU leaders have stated that these agreements will not be
ratified unless Ukraine addresses concerns over a “stark deterioration
of democracy and the Rule of Law”, including the imprisonment of
Yulia Tymoshenko and Yuriy Lutsenko in 2011 and 2012. On 25 February 2013, the EU set a three-month deadline for Ukraine to carry out
the required changes to its justice and electoral systems in order to
enable the formal signing of their agreements with the EU.
During the Winter University the delegates also started to discuss
the Higher Education and Research Programme. EDS is preparing the
Higher Education Programme for the 2014 European elections. From
the five chapters which form the Programme, three were discussed
and amended by the participants. The one on higher education organisation, and the ones on student mobility, equality and welfare.
On the last day of the Lviv event the participants gathered for the
Council Meeting. During the day the Council discussed not only the
motions that had been adopted in the permanent working groups
but also adopted the conference resolution, and most importantly
learned the auditor’s report which described last year’s budgetary
situation. Moreover, the participants could also listen to the report
of the chairman and the whole bureau on their recent activities according to their responsibility areas. Another highlight of the Council
Meeting was the vote over StudiCentro Italy’s full membership.
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4th Council Meeting in Lithuania

“Creative Economy: Youth Entrepreneurship and Innovation”
April 24th to 28th in Vilnius
Organised by Jaunimas Kuriantis Lietuva (JKL)

TThe official program of the event started
with four panel discussions at the Lithuanian parliament addressing the main topic
“Creative Economy: Youth Entrepreneurship and Innovation”.
The first panel of the day was “European
experience: what did we learn from the
crisis?” moderated by Andrijus Kubilius,
foreign prime minister of Lithuania. At the
panel discussion EDS delegates had the
opportunity to learn about his experience
of leadership in the time of crisis. Kubilius
described the crisis management program
they implemented which contained the following points, namely the consolidation of
finances, reforms in higher education, usage of the structural funds, development
of knowledge infrastructure and an export
oriented and innovative economy. According to his words the Lithuanian formula of
development is the 4 E and 1 P: energy,
energise, execution, edge and passion.
During the panel discussion “Promotion of
Innovative Economy in Lithuania: The Perspective of the Last 4 Years” Mr. Dainius
Kreivys, former Minister of Economy, presented the crisis management measures
Lithuania took and informed the participants about the results of these measures.
He highlighted the fact that due to these
actions Lithuania has the first fastest
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growing GDP in the EU, it balanced its budget, reduced inflation to a normal level and
the country has a record number of newly
established enterprises. Their goal was
to become an innovation hub and therefore they emphasised the importance of
IT, engineering and ICT infrastructure. He
claimed the next step is the Nordic-Baltic regional service hub. Mr. Kreivys also
talked about the relevance of a high value
added economic base which contains both
high value added services, traditional innovative industries and high-tech industry.
The lecture on the topic of “Enterprising
Lithuania? The startup policies” was delivered by Paulius Lukauskas, director of
the ‘Enterprising Lithuania’ institution. Lukauskas, founded companies himself and
held previous posts in business focusing
on Russian and Post-Soviet countries before working in his current position, and
stressed the importance of innovation and
growth for Lithuania.
At the fourth panel discussion participants
had the opportunity to see some successful enterprise examples of the “Enterprising
Lithuania” program. During the panel three
cases were presented, namely Manodrabuziai.lt, Integrated Optics and TransferGo. The moderator was Mr. Mykolas Majauskas, shadow minister of finances. After

their presentations the speakers answered
questions from the participants regarding
the value of EU grants which have helped
these startups from the beginning and also
highlighted the importance of good regulations coming from the government.
During the event participants also discussed the conference resolution under
the title “Innovation and creative economy – a key factor for a better future”. The
resolution was forwarded to the Council by
the delegates which shows EDS’s strong
believe in a creative and innovative economy’s role in development. During the day
the delegates also discussed and amended further chapters of the Higher Education
and Research Program.
The Council Meeting was held in the
Lithuanian parliament on the last day of
the event. During the day the Council
discussed not only the motions that had
been adopted in the permanent working
groups but also adopted the conference
resolution, learned about the organisation’s finances and also had the opportunity to welcome guests at the meeting. Moreover, the participants could
also listen to the report of the chairman
and the whole bureau on their recent
activities according to their areas of
responsibility.
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Policy Days in Finland

“Funding Strategies
in Higher Education”
June 5th to 9th
Organised by: Kokoomusopiskelijat-Tuhatkunta (TK)

The event was linked to the Economic Ideas Forum of the Center for European Studies. The main objective of the event was to emphasise the vital role of higher education in the development of a knowledge based society in Europe and highlight the
importance of proper financing in order to provide high quality education for students.
The event was officialy opened by the welcoming words of TK Finland and EDS.
Participants were welcomed by a Member of the Parliament Sofia Vikman, the Chairman of TK Finland Akseli Hakala, the Main organisers of Policy Days Jani Johansson
and Sofi Weckman and also by the Chairman of European Democrat Students Juraj
Antal.
Next morning EDS delegates had the great opportunity to participate at a reception
hosted by Prime Minister Jyrki Katainen and visit to the Prime Minister’s residence
Kesäranta. Prime Minister Katainen expressed his joy over meeting so many young
and motivated people from all over Europe. He gave his opinion on the future of the
European Union and informed the participants about Finland’s actual political situtation.
After the reception at the Prime Minister’s residence EDS delegates went to the
opening of the 4th Annual Economic Ideas Forum of the Center for European Studies which was held during the 6th and 7th of June 2013 under the Patronage of
Prime Minister Jyrki Katainen. The conference brought together high level economic
experts, ministers of wconomy, EU commissioners, EU Prime Ministers, as well as
CEOs of companies from around the world and enterprise representatives. The forum
served as a perfect opportunity to present new ideas and offer economic solutions
for overcoming issues of global importance and for improving the EU economy. The
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forum tackled the hottest topics on the economic agenda: the role and continued
relevance of the EU in the global economy, new sources of growth, how to deal with
unemployment, banking and financial regulation, green economy and sustainability.
After the two days of the CES Economic Ideas Forum EDS gathered for dealing with
its own policy work within a working session on funding strategies in Higher Education. The working session was held on the beautiful Suomenlinna island, a UNESCO
World Heritage site, where the delegates first had a chance to participate in a guided tour. After the tour the permanent secretary of ministry of education and culture
Anita Lehikoinen provided and insight to the Funding strategies in higher education
in Finland. After gaining some basic knowledge of the higher education’s situtation
in Finland delegates took part in a panel discussion under the title ”Living in a dreamworld – what should the funding of HE be like in the future?” The panel discussion
was lead by MP Sanna Lauslahti, Vice Dean of Aalto University Ilkka Niemelä and
Chairman of TK Finland Akseli Hakala.
The Working Session on Funding Strategies in Higher Education continued with discussing a new chapter of EDS’s higher education and research programme under
the title ”Financing Higher Education and Research”. The paper emphasised the vital
role of higher education in the development of a knowledge based society in Europe
and highlighted the importance of proper financing in order to provide high quality
education for students.
After last day’s discussions the event was closed by a traditional finnish academic
dinner. EDS hereby wishes to express its sincere gratitude towards TK Finland for
hosting EDS’s Policy Days in the beautiful city of Helsinki.
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Full Members

Member
SDM Malta
Kliks Serbia
YF Belarus
YLC Israel
AKPY Turkey
NG PPCD Moldova
FISS Bulgaria
MK Poland
AM SDA Bosnia & Herzegovina
YSO Graali Georgia
SAU Slovenia
HAZ Croatia
YFU of VMRO-DPMNE FYROM
UYNM Georgia
SC Italy
EDH Belgium
TLDM Moldova
FR-LDK Kosovo
MGERB Bulgaria
KS Denmark
UNI-MET France
DAP-NDFK Greece
YCEG United Kingdom
FPK Protoporia Cyprus
IRLY Estonia
SO HSS Croatia
MK Czech Republic
TK Finland
FMSF Sweden
ODM Slovakia
USA Ukraine
RCDS Germany
TDL Romania
AG Austria
Fidesz Youth Hungary
JKL Lithuania
HS Norway
CDS Belgium

AG Austria

Aktionsgemeinschaft, www.aktionsgemeinschaft.at
The main political issue during the last year was the „Cafe Rosa“ – scandal as the left-dominated student parliament at the University of Vienna spent
around 500,000 Euros for a so-called “anti-capitalistic free space for students”. The project went bankrupt, leaving contracts with high outstanding
payments for the Austrian National Student Union. AG saw it as its political duty to show students that there are alternative ways of spending student
money, as is demonstrated at universities with an AG majority.
The results at the student elections this May were a clear signal that students acknowledged the work of AktionsGemeinschaft, which was elected as
the strongest student party in the national student parliament, as it has consistently been since its founding 30 years ago, . The following negotiations
will demonstrate whether the left student organisations are willing to cooperate with AG, or whether they continue to prioritise ideology over the
interests of Austrian students.
AG Austria conducted a campaign for fair student tariffs in public transportation. There is still an unacceptable imbalance between student tariffs and
youth tariffs in Austria. As several new youth tickets were presented during the last year, AG took this as occasion to present their suggestions for a
new and fair student tariff to the Austrian parliament. Several thousand signatures were collected, making sure that the issue was dealt with in the
parliamentary session.
During autumn last year, AG was campaigning to guarantee adequate funding for the ERASMUS program. A letter, similar to the EDS statement
presented during the CM in Trnava, was sent to all Austrian MEPs as well as to members of the Austrian government. In general, AG focussed on
international issues during the last working year. The cooperation with the Robert Schuman Institute was intensified. In addition to the workshop on
Higher Education, which AG conducts since years for the Robert Schuman Institute, an AG delegation took part in the conference “50 years after Robert
Schuman”. The geographical situation of Austria put AG in a favourable position for cooperation with Central European Organisations.

CDS Belgium

Christendemocratische Studenten / Christian Demovrat Students, www.cdsnationaal.be
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On August 1st 2012 Philippe Heeren took office as successor of our previous chairman Joachim Daemen. The board for the academic year 2012-2013
was composed of Ann-Sofie Pauwelyn, Rafael Vermeiren, Sven Wassenaar and Maryam Jamshid. Additionally Bart Sips held the function of international secretary. The leadership in the local CDS branches was excercised by Jochen Devlieghere (Gent), Kevin Maas (Hasselt), Wouter Van Butsel (Leuven)
and Bart Sips (Antwerpen). In May 2013 elections will determine the new or renewed leadership for CDS Nationaal and the CDS university branches.
In March we held our annual congress with a lecture on Christian Democracy in Europe at KAS Brussels and in the Flemish parliament where, under the
leadership of Congress President Mark Castelyn, we continued our work on the congress theme “Democracy”. We welcomed many foreign delegates
here at our annual Congress on “Democracy” and the first Antwerp Model United Nations with the baseline “You(th) can make the world a safer place”.
On October 14th 2012 Belgium held local and provincial elections. CDS Belgium, as an ideological party independent student organisation, does not
take part in elections. Many individual CDS members, CDS praesidium members and CDS alumni appeared on electoral lists attaining excellent results
in their provinces and local communities. Student elections are organised for individual candidates at Belgian universities. CDS Nationaal is especially
proud to see experienced CDS board members combining CDS and a personal engagement in the highest university bodies.
CDS Belgium is a proud member of the European Democrat Students. EDS offers excellent opportunities for CDS members with a particular interest in
the EU to gain further knowledge in European affairs. At the same time CDS also desires to shape EDS policy through active involvement of our CDS
participants in the discussions of the PWG’s and supporting the administrative tasks of EDS by delegating CDS members to the EDS board. Finally CDS
hosted the Antwerp Council Meeting in May 2012 and we will again host an EDS Council Meeting in September 2013 in Ghent.
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EDH Belgium

Etudiants Démocrates Humanistes, www.lesedh.be
This year EDH (re)created activities for two university campuses, successfully recruited new members, and naturally obtained good results at the local
elections.
Edh’s efforts have been reflected in the impressive growth of its student membership, thanks to the actions of the bureau and secretary general
Maryline Ledoux this year.
Edh organised many conferences and debates concerning national and international issues on various issues. EDH was honoured by the attendance of
great famous national politicians including Joëlle Milquet (Interior affairs minister) and Melchior Wathelet (Secretary of State), among others.
Edh adopted a position against censorship policy in a Belgian University, Umons. Thanks to this statement gathering numbers of student organisations,
Edh hopes to create more recognition for those associations.
Edh opposed the academic reform introduced by Minister Marcourt. National symbolic action took place before Christmas break, during a well-known
period previous to the January exams: Edh gave students a great message while distributing Edh fluo markers. That could show EDH support for all
academics.
In addition, EDH elected a new President, Jerome Bastin, who took over from Germaine Nsanzimana.
Edh is now working on the project of defending the Erasmus programme, which is in financial difficulty.
Activities have been held in all universities campuses where EDH is active. A conference about humanism took place on the 6th of May in Louvain-laNeuve. They also had the 24 hours of Louvain-la-Neuve where EDH can show its solidarity with in the academic milieu.
The Brussels campus organised a great conference including ministers and economists about the austerity policies in Europe.
The newly « refreshed » campus of Namur organised a conference concerning the constitutional reform made by senator Francis Delpérée ; a “politic
breakfast” with the attendance of the newly elected Mayor of Namur, capital of the Walloon part ; and help for studying séances reaching students.
Opaline Meunier, President of the Namur Campus made great changes to her branch but had to leave in May.
The campus of Liège organised conferences and debates ; concerning sexism and harassment on the 7th of May, Prison issue on the 9th of December.

FISS Bulgaria

Федерация на независимите студентски дружества / Federation of Independent Student Societies
In October 2013 The Federation of Independent Students Societies held a regular Annual Congress, at which the Honorary Chairman of FISS Mr Todor
Gunchev, the Chairwoman Mrs Konstantina Kiprova, and the International Secretary Mrs Maria Nenkova were re-elected. During the elections a new
Secretary general, Mr. Apostol Apostolov, and a new Executive Bureau were elected.
On 12th May 2013 in Bulgaria were conducted extra occasional parliamentary elections, and were won by the political party GERB, member of the
European Peoples Party. With a Decision № 2332-НС / 29.03.2013 of the Central Election Commission, the FISS was registered as an organisation
– national observer of the elections. On 16th May 2013, the leader of GERB, Mr. Boyko Borisov, made an official announcement that he will submit a
request to the Constitutional Court for invalidation of the election results. During the election campaign, FISS called his members and sympathisers to
support the candidates from GERB and UDF.
The Federation started the development of new joint project with the Bulgarian Institute for education of municipal clerks, member of the International
Institute of Municipal Clerks, USA. The project is for the creation and implementation of a joint Masters Program.
FISS took active part in the campaign for fundraising for the development of a memorial bust of the President Ronald Reagan, and also donated 5000
euro of its own finances for the realisation of the project. The Federation took part in the UDF campaign for a national referendum on the abolition of a
total prohibition on smoking in public places.
FISS took an active role in the first ever conducted Referendum in modern Bulgarian history regarding the development of a new second nuclear plant.
The Federation declared its position that this project must be implemented not by the Russian Atomstoiexport, but by a modern company from the
“Atlantic Prosperity Area”.
During February 2013, the Federation hosted an International Regional Science Conference on the topic of market fundamentalism, in which took place
students from countries including Bulgaria, Turkey, Serbia, FYROM, Albania and the USA.
During May 2013, the Executive Bureau of FISS took the decision to start negotiations with the Youth organisation of GERB for a joint event of the
European Democrat Students next year.
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MGERB Bulgaria

Млади граждани за европейско развитие на България / Youth citizens for European development of Bulgaria,mgerb.blogspot.com
For the period between July 2012 and May 2013 MGERB-Bulgaria consolidated its position as leading youth political organisation in Bulgaria. The
organisation has been developed both at national and international levels through many political and knowledge-based initiatives, campaigns and active
participation in parliamentary elections in Bulgaria in 2013.
During the second MGERB national conference, held in Sofia, Bulgaria on 8th July, the new National Executive Council was elected. The conference
was held under the motto “Succeeding in Bulgaria” and gathered more than 1,300 young people. The chairman of the organisation and a MEP Monika
Panayotova, as well as 4 other members were re-elected. Two new members of the board were elected.
From 18th to 20th May 2012, the fifth political academy of MGERB was held in the city of Stara Zagora on the topic “Building Local Administration
Capacity: Providing Better Services for Citizens”. More than 70 young municipal councilors and mayors elected from GERB’s party lists from all over the
country took part in it.
The fifth summer university of MGERB took place at city of Varna from 20th to 23rd of May. The topic of the event was “Youth Employment and Entrepreneurship” and was focused on young people’s skills to take initiative both in business and their innovative, creative and entrepreneur’s competences.
The MGERB winter university was held on 4th December 2012. It took place in Veliko Tarnovo and was attended by over 100 participants from all over
the country. The topic of the event was “National identity- part of European identity”.
In that political year, MGERB played a significant role in the parliamentary elections in Bulgaria held on May 12th 2013. The youth organisation of GERB
actively participated in the election campaign, organising many young voters-oriented initiatives and events nation-wide. As result of MGERB work,
GERB won a convincing lead in the elections results in general and in particular among young voters and people with higher education degrees.
Another important part of MGERB’s work included hosting the YEPP congress. The chairman of GERB Boyko Borisov and President of the EPP, Wilfried
Martens, were official guests of the congress of YEPP – the youth organisation of EPP- which was held in May 2013 in Sofia.

SO HSS Croatia

University Organisation of the Croatian Peasant Party
In April 2012 elections for the board of SO HSS were held. Mateo Ivanac was elected for his second term as chairman whilst Ivan Burazin (former chairman of the branch in Split), Željko Jurković and Antun Marošević (a former vice chairman) were elected as vice-chairmen. Matej Orešković was elected
secretary general and Marko Nekić as treasurer. Nevenka Cigrovski was appointed international secretary and Dejan Frišćić technical secretary. In the
past year SO HSS organised its traditional 15th summer academy which lasted seven days and was attended by over 60 participants from throughout
Croatia and their guests from neighbouring countries. The Academy was held in Zadar, with the main topic “Sustainable development – opportunities
for young entrepreneurs”. Participants had the opportunity to learn about the possibilities and importance of sustainable development in Croatia through
various lectures and discussions. SO HSS has been the only political youth and student organisation which publicly stood against the new employment
and internship law which directly affected recent university graduates. Through press conferences SO HSS repeatedly highlighted wrongful acts by the
authorities that have a detrimental effect on students and young people. As the recognised group of critics and the proponents of constructive measures which would improve students’ position in society, SO HSS has been invited by the Ministry of Science, Education and Sports to be part of the
working group for the discussion and preparation of new legislation affecting students. Every branch is tackling their own local problems either through
their university or city councils. This is the 103rd year that this centre–right student organisation has been in existence and, at least according to the
activity of its members and the new members joining every day, the future of SO HSS seems to be very bright.
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FPK Protoporia Cyprus

Konservative Studerende / Conservative Students, www.konservativestuderende.dk

The working year 2012-2013 started on 28 July 2012 with the annual electoral assembly of FFPK Protoporia. A Central Bureau was elected with a
new Chairman, Mr Petros Demetriou, who shared his views on the ideas and changes that were needed and presented the programme that he would
implement during the working year 2012-2013. Mr Loucas Alambritis was elected as the new Secretary General and Mr Antreas Ttaouxis was elected
as the new International Secretary.
During the past year FPK Protoporia has focused on the student elections which took place in every city and country where a sufficient number of Cypriot students live and study. Elections were held in eighteen universities where FPK Protoporia is active around Europe. Specifically, from February until
May student elections took place at the University of Cyprus, the University of Nicosia, Cyprus University of Technology, the University of Tourism, the
European University and Frederick University. The elections in Cyprus were followed by elections in universities around Greece in the cities of Athens,
Thessaloniki, Ioannina, Patra, Volos, Komotini, Larissa, Heraclion and Rethymno.
Elections were also held in Hungary and the Czech Republic. The elections in United Kingdom were cancelled due to the Cypriot presidential elections
which took place on the 17th (1st round) and 24th (2nd round) of February 2013.
Out of around 15,000 votes cast, FPK Protoporia acquired 6,188 votes (39.4 %). This percentage managed to secure 5 out of 11 seats in the Students’
Federation.
During the year FPK Protoporia also conducted campaigns against drugs and a campaign for enrolling new voters in the electoral register in preparation
for the presidential elections. As the student organisation of the Democratic Rally party, FPK Protoporia gave all its strength to help Mr Nicos Anastasiades become the new President of the Republic of Cyprus. FPK Protoporia is proud to say that its presidential candidate won the election with 57.48 %,
the highest percentage for the last thirty years. The election result showed that the Cypriot people were in need of a change following the catastrophic
policies implemented by the ruling Communist Party over the previous five year term.

The annual meeting of KS Denmark was held on Saturday March 2nd in the nice surroundings of the old Alexander Hall at the Law Department of the
University of Copenhagen. About 40 delegates from the local branches gathered to discuss future organisation of KS. Elections were also held. Both the
Chairman Maria Svejdal and Deputy Chairman Peter Hedegaard-Degn were re-elected along with Vice Chairman Mikkel Rosenvold. Vice Chairman Trine
Imer Kappel and Vice Chairman Andreas Johannes Teckemeier stepped down and were replaced by Vice Chairman Mikkel Wrang and Vice Chairman
Niels Borch Christiansen. Sacha Erhardtsen continued as Secretary General and Mikkel Wrang as International Secretary. Doing the talks on future organisation at the Annual Meeting KS’s international engagement was discussed. Some parts of KS do not see the cost of the international engagement
meeting the benefits. But a consensus was reached to continue with even more focus on a broader involvement.
KS participated in elections in the Universities of Copenhagen, Odense, Aarhus and Aalborg. KS especially achieved very good results in the Law departments in Copenhagen and Aarhus. In Copenhagen this was a result of a heavy campaign that ended up boosting the level of participation from 10% of
the students to 20%. The focus of the campaigns was very oriented on solving student issues.
As the local elections are coming up in the fall of 2013 several of KS local branches have selected candidates (from the KS mother party) that they will
support at city and regional levels. Even though this is not the main priority of KS, it will remain an objective for us in the autumn of 2013.
KS’s international department have been working on two new projects: one project in Zimbabwe where they have launched cooperation with the
Student Solidarity Trust. SST is an NGO that works with helping students who get in trouble with the regime because of their political work. Their main
purpose is to help students finish their degrees in South Africa. KS will be doing a leadership programme together in the autumn of 2013. Furthermore
KS launched a project with the Egyptian student organisation ALMUN. This is an organisation whose main purpose is to organise model UN sessions for
students. The common project will be to work with democratisation and organisational issues.

MK Czech Republic

Mladí konzervativci / Young Conservatives

For Young Conservatives (MK)the last working year was a very successful year. MK was involved in two main election campaigns in the Czech Republic.
The first were regional elections whilst the second was the country’s first ever presidential election. As part of ODS, MK’s mother party, MK participated in both elections. An agreement signed by both MK and ODS had the result that from this year MK is the official and only youth organisation of ODS.
Like every year, MK held a summer camp in Brno, the second largest town in the Czech Republic, in June. Its next event was an international meeting
in Pilsen which was attended by delegates from Germany (RCDS) and Austria (Aktion gemainschaft). There was a two day meeting on technical education and the various problems relating to Roma. In December MK held the YECR Congress & Meeting in Prague which lasted two days.
In May there was a workshop of the “Young Political” with various important people like MPs, ministers and so forth in attendance. For speakers there
was the Minister of Trade Martin Kuba, former Minister of Justice and former Young Conservative vice-chairman Jiří Pospíšil and professor from the
think-tank of ODS Mr Jícha. The last, but by no means least, speaker was former EDS vice-chairman and former chairman of YECR Petr Sokol. There
were three discussions on economics, law and ideological debate respectively. The next day saw an ideological conference of our organisation and also
a debate on education, school fees and much more.
Elsewhere, MK’s mother Party held an election congress where Petr Nečas, Prime Minister of the Czech republic, was re-elected as chairman whilst Jiří
Pospíšil, Martin Kuba, Tomáš Chalupa, Pavel Blažek and Miroslava Němcová were elected vice-chairmen. MK’s activists were present at the congress
as guests.
MK was also active outside the Czech borders. MK sent delegations to every EDS event, participated in the EPP congress as assistants and continued
to be active members of YECR, YIDU and DEMYC. Moreover, MK will organise the next DEMYC event in Prague.
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KS Denmark

ΦΟΙΤΗΤΙΚΗ ΠΑΡΑΤΑΞΗ ΚΥΠΡΙΩΝ ΠΡΩΤΟΠΟΡΙΑ, www.protoporia.org

IRLY Estonia

Pro Patria and Res Publica Union Youth, www.noored.irl.ee
IRL Youth had their board elections in January 2013. The new leader of IRLY is Sirle Rosenfeldt, vice-chairmans are Linda Eichler, Marek-Andres Kauts
and Harri Puskar. Elected board members are Ergo Hanni, Marko Hanni, Anna Peterson, Emilia Elizabeth Kruusmann and Karl Aas. The new board
elected a new secretary general because the former secretary was elected as the chairman. The new secretary of general is Holger Migur, a board
member of a local club (Tallinn).
At an international level IRLY is actively participating in EDS, IYDU and YEPP.
In July 2012 Teele Holmberg was elected as a co-chairman of EDS in the PWG Policies for Europe. From this working group the most important
outcome for IRLY was the CAP resolution adopted in Trnava CM in December 2012.
The chairman of EDS participated Mart Laar’ Conference in Tallinn in October 2012 and IRLY had the pleasure to host him.
YEPP Board elections took place in the beginning of May. Linda Eichler, vice-chairman and international secretary of IRL Youth, was elected as the vice
president.
IRLY is hosting the YEPP Summer School on 18-21th of July 2013. The Summer School is focusing on “E-governance - Opportunities and Risks”. The
speakers will be ministers, diplomats, experts and developers.
Under the leadership of IRL, Estonia has undergone a higher education reform which will be effective from the start of the new academic year. The main
changes are in the financing system and requirements. All full-time students have the right to free study in the Estonian language and to have needsbased student assistance.
For Estonia the most important international negotiations right now are about the Estonian-Russian border agreement. Estonia has been negotiating
with Russia to sign a new border agreement to improve relations between the two countries. In an earlier draft border agreement, that the Russian
parliament did not ratify, there was a reference to the 1920s the Tartu Peace Agreement between Estonia and Russia, which Russia interpreted as an
opportunity to provide a territorial claim.
Local elections are taking place on 20th of October in 2013. From 2012 September, IRLY has started a Leader Academy to support their young
members who are participating in the run for local elections. IRLY mother party started the election campaign in April 2013 and its youth organisation is
strongly involved in that campaign.
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TK Finland

Student Union of National Coalition Party Tuhatkunta, www.Tuhatkunta.fi
During the period 2012-2013 Mr Akseli Hakala acted as President of TK Finland. Ms. Sofi Weckman acted as Vice President responsible for international
affairs. The Secretary General was Mr Saku Jokisalo. A new bureau was selected for the year 2013 consisting of the Chairman, two Vice Chairs and
seven bureau members.
EDS representatives during the period were Ms. Sofi Weckman, Ms. Veera Ylimaunu and Mr. Jani Johansson.
TK Finland which is the official student organisation of National Coalition Party Kokoomus participated in the municipal elections during the spring 2012.
National Coalition Party kept its place as the biggest Party in Finland.
Student elections will be held in autumn 2013 and TK Finland started in spring 2013 to prepare the national campaign for the elections.
TK Finland continued its active role in both the mother party National Coalition Party and in the students unions. Various leading positions were held
by TK Finland members both in local and in national organisations. Teemu Myllärinen, Vice President of TK Finland was chosen to the President of the
Finnish Student Sports Federation.
During the year discussion topics varied from study fees, financial aid for students from the government and student health care. The Annual Meeting
2012 accepted the program for 2012-2014 as the guidelines for the policy work of TK Finland.
Organisational development included strategic work. TK Finland’s three permanent working groups, organisations, elections and ideas, met on a regular
basis.
Preparations for the EDS Policy Days 2013 in Helsinki started during the time period and in June 2013 the Policy Days were successfully organised in
Helsinki with nearly 40 participants all over the Europe for the first time in many years in Finland. Delegates visited Prime Minister Jyrki Katainen, participated in the CES Economic Ideas Forum, held a workshop in the fortress of Suomenlinna, and were introduced to a traditional Sauna and academic
dinner.

UNI-MÉT France

Union nationale inter-universitaire – Mouvement des étudiants, www.uni.asso.fr
UNI-MET has been intensively active this year, especially since François Hollande became President of the French Republic. Living up to its reputation,
UNI-MET has been the most active organisation in France in showing the catastrophic effects of the Socialists’ work. UNI-MET has launched several
campaigns against Hollande’s policies as well as both the ministers of Education and of Higher Education and Research. One of the biggest campaigns
has been the one against gay marriage. More than 1.5 million people turned out for the most important demonstration against the bill in March. From
the start of the protests UNI-Met has put up more than 600,000 posters across France. Their media presence was also high and UNI-MET got lots of
attention especially from the giant banner some UNI-MET activists flew from the Arc de Triomphe in Paris on 20 March. The banner read: “Hollande do
you listen to your people?” This was of course an epic success.
Regarding student elections, UNI-MET got its best results for the past ten years in the CROUS elections. CROUS is the French administration for student
housing, scholarships and catering and they count some students in their local and national boards. In secondary school student elections UNI Lycée,
the high school branch, improved its results and remained the second largest secondary school organisation in France.
On 16 March UNI-MET had its 29th Annual Conference and Meeting in Paris with activists from UNI-MET branches from all over the country. Several
politicians, in particular from the UMP Party, came to speak on a number of subjects whilst some political specialists were also in attendance.
On the European and international levels, UNI-MET has taken part in all the discussions within EDS this year, especially on the Higher Education and Research Programme. Amélie Pommier, who was head of UNI-MET in Burgundy, became an EDS Vice-Chairman. Meanwhile, a delegation of UNI-MET led
by student branch president Antoine Diers assisted in the ceremonies marking the reopening of the universities in Ivory Coast which had been closed
following the 2011 internal conflict. UNI-MET’s participation was on the invitation of the National Alliance of the Students from Ivory Coast. It was an
occasion to meet with local students and learn about the challenges that universities face in the Ivory Coast.
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YSO GRAALI Georgia

Young Student Organisation Graali

YSO Graali has done a lot to support the EDS Campaign Knowledge is Power. They have conducted several important meetings with the Georgian
Youth and presented their position on educational policy in Georgia as well as holding a discussion on the Western experience. In July they organised,
together with the Young National Democrats of Georgia, their first demonstration in front of Tbilisi State University with the slogans “The unemployed
generation is the lost generation” and “Education has to be affordable for everyone.” Finally, in January 2013 YSO Graali organised a number of seminars
with high school students.
In July 2012 YSO Graali members received recognition for their active participation in “Youth Political Debates” initiated by the International Republican
Institute.
In October 2012 an EDS delegation observed the Georgian parliamentary elections where YSO Graali supported its mother party. Meanwhile, YSO Graali
organised for the EDS delegation a meeting with students at the Institute for European Studies.
An outcome of YSO Graali’s partnership with the Civil Society Sector was YSO Graali’s active participation in the Workshop on Media and Human Rights
organised by the European Initiative-Liberal Academy in November 2012.
In February 2013 YSO Graali members participated with the Women’s Democracy Network in the Women’s Leadership School.
In March 2013, with the support of the International Republican Institute, YSO Graali and the NDP Women’s organisation conducted a series of training
exercises on Gender Issues in Politics and participated in the International Centre for Social Research and Policy Analysis’s school for young politicians.
They then attended the first Gender Conference where the participants discussed the empowerment of women in politics and the 2014 local elections.
Also, in April 2013 YSO Graali members were recognised as one of the active partners of the project “Democracy Starts with You”, which was initiated
by the Konrad Adenauer Foundation.
In May 2013 with the support of IRI, YSO Graali together with the Young National Democrats renewed its project Democracy Discussion. The DD aims
at empowering youth engagement in politics. It is a platform for the cooperation between the different youth stakeholders.

RCDS Germany

Ring Christlich-Demokratischer Studenten / Union of Christian-Democrat Students, http://rcds.de
The new legislative period for RCDS started in October 2012 with the election of a new board at the Federal Delegates Assembly in Berlin, which is the
biggest event of the year in the RCDS calendar. Each year the assembly elects a new board and different resolutions, strategies and internal issues are
discussed. At the end of the event Erik Bertram became Chairman and Silvie Rohr Vice-Chairwoman.
Later on Jakob Schleu was elected Treasurer, Michael Lönne was appointed Secretary General and Dimitar Keranov became International Secretary.
The turn of 2013 saw the first election period at many German universities, so RCDS was entangled in electoral campaigns 24/7. Fortunately, the majority of RCDS groups throughout the country managed to significantly improve their results, in some places even winning totally, for example in Karlsruhe.
The second most significant event of the year, the Conference of the Groups’ Chairmen (and also the exceptional Federal Delegates Assembly), took
place in Halle (Saale) in Saxony-Anhalt. During this, every group presented its work over recent months and at the end the RCDS’s contribution to the
CDU/CSU election programme was adopted. The RCDS supports the CDU/CSU with multiple ideas and programmes concerning higher education in
Germany. At the end the RCDS Board introduced the Programme to Germany’s Chancellor, Angela Merkel, in person.
RCDS is proud to announce the competition for the first RCDS Scholarship. The scholarship was initiated to support current active undergraduate
students and foster closer links between EHU students and RCDS Germany. The scholarship encourages social engagement and will be awarded to
those students who demonstrate a high level of academic achievement as well as an involvement in extracurricular activities. The scholarship is funded
by voluntary donations from RCDS Alumni and Friends.
Throughout the legislative period, RCDS was actively represented at all EDS Council Meetings, focusing most notably on contributing to the work of the
PWG Higher Education and Research.
RCDS is also looking forward to hosting the next Summer University from 28 July 28 to 2 August in Berlin.
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DAP-NDFK Greece

Dimokratiki Ananeotiki Protoporia – Nea Dimokratiki Foititiki Kinissi / Δημοκρατική Ανανεωτική
Πρωτοπορία – Νέα Δημοκρατική Φοιτητική Κίνηση
www.dap.gr
The new academic period for DAP NDFK and its Greek center-right activists started in September with the appointment of Apostolis Bakolas, as
secretary general of the organisation.
Throughout the whole year, the organisation supported major reforms in Greek higher education. In March, DAP NDFK announced its main reform
proposals for universities and technical institutes, which aimed at upgrading Greek higher education, keep it in line with the current global educational
trends and link it with the labour market. These included: Introducing evaluation as a fundamental funding criterion, establishing a university police body,
reforming and liberalising the student housing system, establishing private universities and reforming the framework of the administration of Higher
Education institutes.
In April, juxtaposing the latter to the populist and violent attitudes of most student organisations, DAP NDFK, representing the “generation that grows
stronger, overturning times”, managed to receive a dominating 43.03% in a total of approximately 100,000 student votes, achieving its 27th consecutive win. One of the organisation’s most important goals was also achieved, namely to increase overall student participation in the elections. While
the mother party’s leader, Prime Minister Antonis Samaras, is leading the country’s efforts to overcome the current economic recession through tough
structural reforms, more students keep joining DAP NDFK, firmly supporting its activities in higher education.
Moreover, at the outbreak of Cyprus’ economic crisis in March 2012, DAP NDFK submitted one groundbreaking proposal for Cypriot students all over
Greece, suggesting that their food costs be covered for free.
Furthermore, the center-right student organisation actively participated in fund-raising and charity events carried out by its mother organisation, ONNED,
such as the X-mas Smiles, which raised tens of thousands of units of food and sanitary goods and Dress Smiles, which raised thousands of clothes
units. DAP NDFK essentially contributed to the campaign against violence, for “violence is no joke” and “violence has no colour”.

Fidesz Youth Hungary
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SC Italy

StudiCentro, www.studicentro.it
StudiCentro 2012-2013 has made notable progress in its association activities, restructuring its organisation nationally and locally, activating different
campaigns both domestically, in favour of students in the national territory obtaining important successes within the UDC party, and internationally.
Several round tables were organised with important members of civil and politic italian society, gathering students associated with StudiCentro.
In September 2012 StudiCentro was among the protagonists of the national day of the UDC in Chianciano Terme and comparing in various round tables
with the protagonists of the Italian government and parliament.
Another important recognition from the party arrived when the national board of Youth UDC decides that a proportion of national delegates came from
the university movement.
At the year-end of 2012, StudiCentro had a high number of representatives in Italian universities which provides it with access to wide coverage on the
national debate over university policy.
In 2013 StudiCentro begins its accreditation with the Ministry of Education to be recognised as being among the “most representative student associations.”
Vice President Filippo Pompei starts campaigns for the introduction of the tablet in study sites and about safety in school buildings.
in March of the same year StudiCentro became a full member of EDS during the Winter University held in Lviv.
In April, StudiCentro obtained two further prestigious recognitions due to the election of Virgilio Falco as Chairman of the School, University and Training
Committee of the Italian National Council of the Youth, and with the election of Francesco Sismondini as Secretary General of the Committee of Presidents of Italian school students.
in June Virgilio Falco met the Minister of Education the Honourable Maria Chiara Carrozza at the meeting between the major Italian student organisations and set out the priorities of the association for 2013, asking specially for her support for the policies of legality and the fight against bullying.
For the future, StudiCentro wishes to strengthen its engagement in international politics, bringing the voice of the Italian students in the important
European decision-making tables.

JKL Lithuania

www.ifjusagitagozat.hu

Jaunųjų Konservatorių Lyga / Young Conservative League, www.jkl.lt

The new working year started with young Fidesz members gathering for their General Assembly in order to elect the new board of the organisation.
The delegates elected Áron Veress as Chairman, accompanied by four Vice-Chairman. The new chairman nominated Anna Tamási to the position of
International Secretary and the organisation also welcomed a new Secretary General, Dávid Lack.
In 2012 Fidesz’s Youth Section also had the honour of organising two major events; the XXXVI. EDS Summer University under the title of “Crossing
Borders - Uniting Europe”, which was held from 15th to 20th of July in Sopron and had over 90 participants from 25 countries. The event was organised
in close cooperation with EDS and Fidesz Youth, Hungary and aimed to make participants more familiar with the Pan-European Picnic, the border breakthrough by Sopron, 19 August, 1989 which showed them a very detailed picture of Hungary’s role in the falling of the iron curtain.
Fidesz Youth Section also organised its annual Summer University between 17th and 19th of August in Zánka, at the Lake Balaton with the presence of
150 young people. The main aim of the event was to bring young Fidesz members together and so support the networking and the exchange of ideas
among them.
Fidesz Youth started 2013 with organising an event in cooperation with the Konrad Adenauer Foundation about the topic of student self-administration
and participation both in Hungary and Germany in order to react to the student’s demonstration in Hungary against the introduction of tuition fee at
universities.
In 2013 Fidesz launched a campaign for the reduction of overheads of the households thus helping citizens during the time of crisis. In order to support
this campaign, young Fidesz members set up stands in the streets of Budapest and informed people about the advantages of these measures. This way
they had the chance to talk to many people and live with the opportunity of personally addressing voters.
Being committed to a strong and active cooperation with other Central European countries, Fidesz Youth Section decided to organise the General
Meeting of CEYC (Central European Youth Cooperation) in Hungary in order to give the cooperation new meanings and strengthen the good relationship
of the countries in the region.

The Young Conservative League of Lituania actively participated in the national parliamentary elections that took place in October and was involved in
campaign-forming activities. Our organisation took part in door-to-door campaigning while at the same time spreading the positive discours regarding
our mother party Homeland Union – Lithuanian Christian Democrats in public debates. Members of JKL aided the former Prime Minister, former Ministers of Economy and Foreign Affairs and other prominent Lithuanian politicians. The general results were favourable with the second largest Parliament
fraction.
JKL marked the 20th anniversary of operation in March. Having organised an official ceremony at the city hall of Vilnius, we were honoured to host
around 200 guests, including members from all around Lithuania, alumni, other youth organisations, Lithuanian and European Parliament members.
A film has been produced for this occasion that overlooks the development and the current situation of JKL. Broadly speaking, the event was a great
success and demonstrated the position of our organisation in a national context.
The Young Conservative League had the pleasure to organise the EDS Council Meeting on the 24th-28th of April in Vilnius. The conference covered the
topic Creative Economy: Youth Entrepreneurship and Innovation. Having obtained such speakers as the former Prime Minister of Lithuania A. Kubilius,
former Minister of the Economy D. Kreivys, former Minister of Foreign Affairs A. Ažubalis, head of the “Enterprise Lithuania” organisation P. Lukauskas
and other professionals, our organisation managed to provide the participants with extensive seminars and essential knowledge regarding the subject.
A constructive and fruitful Council Meeting followed the conference.
JKL national Board elections took part in the very beginning of May. The elections followed a democratic principle of vote delegation and invoked a
vast competition that led to the election of a professional and active Board of six people. The term of office is two years during which the main goal is
to prepare and start implementing the new comprehensive JKL operation strategy. The Board is one of the three main institutions of the organisation
together with the Chairman and the bureau.
To conclude, the reported period of time was marked with positive structural changes inside the organisation, successful foreign profile development
and an active participation in the national dimension.
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TLDM Moldova

Liberal Democratic Youth of Moldova/Tineretul Liberal Democrat din Moldova
2012 to 2013 has been a period of growth and development for TLDM. 2012 was the year when TLDM became a full member of EDS and also celebrated its fourth anniversary, which was a time to reflect on what the future holds for us but also to rejoice in what has been achieved already.
TLDM has been focused on creating new projects targeted at both its members as well as at young people in general. As part of the ongoing “Youth
Rules” initiative, TLDM organised visits to public institutions for more than 300 young people and conducted weekly meetings with MPs and ministers
on topics like the economy, education and current political affairs in its effort to put young people in direct contact with decision makers. Policy-wise, our
organisation has been successful in lobbying for the liberalisation of university admission procedures and now students can apply to more institutions
concomitantly rather than being limited to only one as they were before. “Youth Club 2.0” is our project dedicated to secondary school students who
are willing to become more politically informed and involved. As part of the “Cultural Agenda 2012/2013” we celebrated our national symbols, culture
and personalities with a series of dedicated events. The “TLDM Forum of Young Elected Representatives” brought together more than 120 young
liberal-democratic mayors and local counsellors from the national level to discuss good governance at the local level. The “Political Academy” was our
comprehensive training programme aimed at better equipping our members to be the young politicians that the next generation needs.
At the international level, TLDM is pleased to have consolidated its ties with EDS and to have established new connections with partner organisations
such as YEPP, IDU, CDJA from the Netherlands and with Junge Union Deutschland. A joint meeting between the boards of TLDM and Junge Union has
been organized in Chisinau as a sign of mutual support and friendship and this is a practice we hope to develop with other organisations as well. In order
to better inform our partners and friends about our activities, TLDM has launched its international newsletter which will keep you informed on a monthly
basis about the most important developments in our organisation and in Moldova.

HS Norway

Høyres studenter / The Norwegian Conservative Student Union, www.hoyrestudent.no
On the 15th to the 17th of February 2013 Høyres studenter held its 52nd Annual Meeting in Oslo, where the new National Board was elected. Charlotte
Spurkeland was elected as President and Ingrid Hopp was re-elected for another term as Vice-President in charge of international relations.
The HS Annual Meeting passed the new HS program: “Vi gjør Norge bedre – We make Norway better”. The program contains of 50 single policies that
will make Norway a better country. The AM also passed motions on issues such as support for private schools and the sick pay in Norway.
HS International has also been active outside EDS. HS held the President position in NKSU by Stephen Ørmen Johnsen during the last term and also
held a Co-opted Board Member position in IYDU. During the last year HS organised a bilateral meeting in Tallinn with EDS member organisation IRL
Noored, and are glad to be able to welcome them to Norway in the upcoming year.
HS is active in all Student elections in Norway, and in the north managed to gain a 37,5% election result in April. “Blå Liste – the Blue List” represents
HS in the Student Parliaments and is in the Student Government in Stavanger, Bergen and Tromsø. HS member Heidi Fuglesang was elected to the
University Board in Bergen, which is a great success for HS.
During the past year HS had numerous events in the different universities, and also organised two national conferences, one in Oslo and one in Trondheim. The conferences were both held during the Universities´ Introductory weeks. In February HS had a national campaign that promoted our policies
for student loans, student housing and quality of education.
The upcoming parliamentary elections are to be held on the 9th of September 2013 and preparations have throughout the year been our main priority.
Together with the youth party, Unge Høyre, HS has fought to get as many young candidates onto the parliamentary lists, and have had great successes.
EDS Co-chairwoman and HS President Charlotte Spurkeland was elected 8th on the Parliamentary list from her county.
On the 1st of January 2013 HS officially merged their administration with Unge Høyre. Today they have the same political advisory team and Secretary
General, Christopher Wand.
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TDL Romania

Organizatiaje Tineret a Partidului Democrat – Liberal, www.ospdl.ro
The most important event for PDL Romania in 2012 was represented by the EPP Congress held in the Parliament House in Bucharest on 17-18 October
2012. PDL had the honour to receive 1200 guests from all over Europe, heads of state, prime-ministers, ministers and leaders from the centre-right
parties. The Youth Organization of the Democrat Liberal Party also had the honour to organise in the same period bureau meetings of YEPP and EDS in
Bucharest.
The new legislative period for PDL Romania started in December 2012, with the national elections. The new members of the Romanian Parliament were
elected so PDL won 80 seats out of 588, being since then in clear opposition to the socialist power.
In 6th of April, PDL elected the new board, Mr Vasile Blaga being the new president of the party. Since then, PDL has been very active on the Romanian
political scene, trying to be an alternative and to promote European and centre-right values. The second significant event of the year for PDL was the
national Youth Congress, held on 20 April, when the new board and chairman Sorin Moldovan were elected as. The Youth Organization of Democrat
Liberal Party is the most powerful political youth organisation in Romania, having many local and national activities for youth, in many domains including
administration, politics, sport, health and the environment. We are very proud that this year, Cluj-Napoca, the second largest city of Romania, where the
former prime-minister of Romania is now the mayor, was declared The European Youth Capital of 2015 by the European Commission. To support this
title, TDL held many events, such as the DEMYC bureau meeting and local information activities for citizens regarding the importance of this European
title.
Throughout the year, TDL Romania was actively represented at all EDS Council Meetings and Bureau Meeting, focusing on working groups and the
young entrepreneurship program.
TDL Romania will be honoured to organise a future EDS event in Cluj-Napoca.

ODM Slovakia

Občiansko-demokratická mládež, www.odm.sk
The Civic Democratic Youth (ODM) has had quite a successful year. Despite the ongoing crisis in Europe, especially in the eurozone, ODM managed to
acquire sufficient resources to perform one of its most important tasks: informal education. The ODM Summer University, which was ODM’s largest
event last year, took place in the beautiful natural surroundings of the town of Modra near Bratislava. It was a very successful event which was attended by our foreign partners, namely the Mladí Konzervatívci from the Czech Republic and Fidesz Youth from Hungary. The main themes of the event were
European policy and its opportunities for young people, and also the problems of the Roma minority in Europe and in particular Slovakia. The Roma issue
was in particular a major topic for ODM this Year.
As to its smaller activities over the past year, ODM held a seminar on the Roma issue which took place in Kosice and a debating competition in Nitra in
which ODM focused on the development of young political leaders.
The most important of ODM’s activities was hosting the Seminar and Council Meeting of EDS under the auspices of the Council of Europe. It was on the
topic of “Living Together in Diverse Societies: A Youth Approach to the Intercultural Dialogue with the Roma Minority” and was held in Trnava in early
December 2012. This event was highly rewarding, especially since it helped raise awareness of Roma issues at the international level. The discussions
on this topic were mainly very beneficial and led to the event’s Conference Resolution.
Straight after this event ODM held an election to choose a new Executive Bureau. Martin Tokár was elected Chairman and Michal Časnocha, Martin
Kulich and Michael Augustín as Vice-Chairmen. Michal Časnocha also became International Secretary.
ODM and its new Bureau are preparing new projects for the coming year. The most important topics for this year are society and public matters; the
judiciary and the state of justice; the labour market and employment; and last but not least staying abroad and education.
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SAU Slovenia

Ukrainian Students’ Association / Українська студентська спілка, http://www.yss.com.ua/

The Slovenian Academic Union started off 2012 by electing its new leadership for the upcoming 2012/2013 term. At its annual meeting the former
president Miha Oražem passed on the torch to Marko Kmetič, declaring him the new head of SAU’s Bureau. Congratulations were also awarded to
Kristina Tina Simončič as the newly elected International secretary.
As is customary every two years, in October 2012 the University of Ljubljana held student elections for both the Student Council and the Student
Organisation. Our Chairman continues as the leader of the strongest opposition group with eight out of the 45 seats in the Student Parliament. Elections
in the universities of Koper and Maribor will be held at the end of 2013.
Elections pass by, but fundamentally SAU policy remains the same – all towards the benefit of the students. The legal regulation of student labour
remains an issue. Our efforts lie in helping students with their transition to the labour market with campaigns, panel discussions, roundtables and
academic soirées. Currently we are focusing on changing the system of student referenda through intensive campaigning at universities.
We also look towards the future through the building up a proper strategy responding to current social and economical trends. We are currently
focusing on setting up a team of students with centre-right values and competencies to lead our party in the upcoming years - students who have the
answers for the current situation. This includes preparing educational and training programmes for our members and running campaigns at universities.
Also in our field of interest remain student issues on the international level with a special focus on European Democrat Students.
Regarding international affairs, we keep strong ties with organisations in our surrounding area including SO HSS and HAZ Croatia. Efforts rebuild
what was once a more intense cooperation between AG Austria and SAU have been moving in the right direction. Most importantly, we continue to
contribute to EDS on several levels - in particular with regard to the working groups, including providing aid in logistical and organisational aspects of
workshops as well as our direct participation in them.

From July 2012 till May 2013 USA decided to concentrate its main attention and activities on the problems of alternative education, youth unemployment and support for talented young people in Ukraine.
These target activity directions of USA were successfully realised in several projects. The Future Centre was a very unique project for Ukraine that
keeps working as a “Bank of ideas”, “Bank of talents”, “Centre for development” and “Platform for innovation exchange”. The Future Centre became an
initiator of the all-Ukrainian “Golden Staff Reserve”. For the first time the opening of the Future Centre took place in 2011, around 300 young people from
all over Ukraine took part in the project. As guests of the project founders of the Future Centre project from Sweden and Ukrainian businessmen and
public authority representatives were invited. Last year a network of Future Centers started its work in Ukraine.
Then a Youth Forum was created. The main idea of the project was to create a platform for student dialogue with representatives of state authorities,
business, stakeholders, foundations, sponsors etc. The authors of the best projects are invited to participate in the Youth Forum.
A School of Partnership between Youth and business was organised. The project was created for cooperation between youth and young businessmen
as well as officials through common training of basic and main skills of successful cooperation.
As the result of the School of Partnership, a big final event was organised. It was a fair of Intellectual Capital and the event became a platform for
communication and exchange of experiences of talented youth.
A project of alternative online education for senior students so-called Virtual Academy was realised. One of the main aims of the USA to neutralise the
weak points of the state education system and support young Ukrainians willing to find a good employment place corresponding to their education.
This March, USA hosted EDS Winter University in Lviv, the Winter University was devoted to the topic “Transborder cooperation and youth opportunities”.
In August 2013 the regular General Assembly of USA will take place.

FMSF Sweden

Fria Moderata Studentförbundet, www.fmsf.se
“We’re back!” has been the general feeling in FMSF over the last working year. During the 70th working year FMSF has seen a surge in membership
and activities, the number of active local chapters has increased by 30% and the number of active members has almost doubled. During the year,
Chairman Victoria Nilsson led a presiding committee consisting of Henrik Hall, Jacob Dexe, Alexandra Ivanov and Alice Hallman with Amanda Wollstad
as international secretary.
The increase in activity is especially great considering FMSF celebrated its 70th anniversary as an organisation in 2012, and during 2012-2013 its
Gothenburg chapter celebrates their 80 year anniversary.
The working year started off with the most important week in Swedish politics each year, Almedalsveckan, a political seminar of sorts with 1,500
seminars and a large swathe of Swedish politicians, journalists and lobbyists gathering in the scenic Hanseatic town of Visby. FMSF did what they do
best, running an intellectually stimulating campaign criticising all eight political parties of the Riksdag in turn. This resulted in a few not-so-subtle threats
from the nationalist Sweden Democrats, and over 50,000 likes, comments and shares on the FMSF Facebook page.
Another juicy issue in Sweden has been the defence budget and the Russian training attacks on Swedish targets. FMSF’s campaign on the issue, “The
Defense Hotline”, got media attention and because of it the level of the severity of the national debate increased from “Whoops” to “Why don’t we
have a proper defence?”
The annual meeting of 2013 took FMSF back to its beloved Gimo Mansion outside of Uppsala where 85 participants debated, dueled and set the
grounds for a fantastic new working year with chairman Victoria Nilsson and the vice-chairmen Alexandra Ivanov, Johan Ridenfeldt, Lucas Karlsson and
Alexander Ivarsson.
Finally, FMSF would like to thank Amanda Wollstad who has stepped down as international secretary. She has been an important cog in the FMSF
wheel for quite some time, and FMSF appreciates all she has done, as FMSF knows the rest of the EDS members also do.
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USA Ukraine

Študentsko društvo Slovenska akademska unija / Slovenian Academic Union, www.sau.si

YCEG United Kingdom

Young Conservative Europe Group, http://www.conservativeeuropegroup.org.uk
On 27 March 2013 YCEG elected a new executive committee to serve for the coming year. Alexander O’Brien, the new chairman, studied law at
Nottingham and now works in London. James Willby joins as the new Vice Chairman Political whilst Bernard Geerlings will serve as Vice Chairman
Membership, having been a member of the pervious executive. James is studying computer science at Birkbeck, University of London while Bernard
read law at Cardiff and recently qualified as a solicitor. Each of the new exec has a history of active participation in EDS and they really look forward to
continuing the positive and constructive relationship YCEG has developed with EDS over the past few years.
Additionally this year, Henry Hill has carried out the role of Editor-in-Chief of Bullseye magazine, and Viktor Wollstad has served as a working group
co-chairman.
With Bernard continuing as an executive officer, we said goodbye to two long-standing servants in Matthew Lewis and David Worrall. Both Matt and
David had been instrumental in bringing a British organisation back into EDS, beginning in 2008, and Matt had served for two years as an EDS working
group co-chairman.
One exciting, and very well received, initiative led by YCEG in the past year has been the launch of the Europe Debate series of events. YCEG has joined
with youth groups from the Liberal Democrat and Labour parties, as well as the Young European Movement, to organise a series of cross-party lectures
and debates on UK-European topics.
Other events featured a range of speakers including current and former Members of Parliament such as Ken Clarke, Sir Nicholas Soames, Lord Deben,
and Stephen Dorrell. With several events already planned for the coming year, including hosting the Nordic Conservative Student Union’s annual meeting in London, YCEG certainly has an exciting calendar ahead.
A growing number of MPs, MEPs and Lords have joined CEG in the past 12 months; a welcome boost ahead of the European elections next year.
One moment of sadness in an otherwise fantastic year came with the death of our long-time patron and friend, Baroness Thatcher. Widely respected
across the world, with her economic and political beliefs still as popular as ever, the Iron Lady was a firm believer in the mutual co-operation and peace
of the European peoples.
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YF Belarus

Maладьl Фронт / Young Front, www.mfront.net

AM SDA Bosnia & Herzegovina

Youth Association of party of democratic action (SDA), www.sda.ba

HAZ Croatia

Hrvatska akademska zajednica / Croatian Academic Union, www.haz.hr

SDM Malta

Studenti Demokristjani Maltin, www.sdm.org.mt

NG PPCD Moldova

Youth of Christian Democratic People’s Party (PPCD), www.nouageneratie.md

MK Poland

Młodzi Konserwatyści, www.mk.org.pl

LCYU Latvia

Latvian Conservative Youth Union, www.lkja.lv

UNITY Youth Organisation Latvia

JSD Portugal

Juventude Social Democrata, www.jsd.pt

VIENOTĪBA Jaunatnes organizācija, www.vienotiba.lv/jaunatne

YFU of VMRO-DPMNE F.Y.R.O.M.

Youth Forces Union of VMRO-DPMNE, www.vmro-dpmne.org.mk

CDY-PNTCD Romania

Tineret Cerstin Democrat – Partidul National Taranesc Crestin Democrat / Christian Democrat Youth of PNTCD
www.tcd-pntcd.blogspot.com

KLIKS Serbia

Konfederacija Liberalnih i Konzervativnih Studenata, www.kliks.org.yu
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MEMBERS & PARTNERS

Affiliate Members

Observer Members

YLC Israel

ועידתצעירי הליכוד/ Ve’idat Tse’irey HaLikud / Young Likud Congress, en.netanyahu.org.il
On 9 October 2012 Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu made a televised address in which he responded to the failure to pass a budget for the
next fiscal year by the deadline of 31 December. “I have decided that it is in Israel’s better interest to go to elections now and as quickly as possible”,
said the Prime Minister, and added that “For Israel, it is preferable to have as short campaign as possible, one of three months over one that would last
in practice an entire year and damage Israel’s economy”.
On 25 October 2012 Mr Netanyahu, as Likud Party’s Chairman, and Avigdor Lieberman, the Chairman of Yisrael Betenu, announced the unification of
their two parties and the intention to run as a single bloc in the upcoming election. The new grouping will be called HaLikud Betenu (“The Likud is Our
Home”), with Mr Netanyahu followed by Mr Lieberman at the top of the joint party list. The Prime Minister said that in a new government he would
seek to have as large and stable a governing coalition as possible in order to “deal with the great challenges that we will face”. His other priority, he
added, would be to tackle crime levels: “We know that there has been a reduction of 30% in the incidence of murder, but these cases are brutal and
underline our acknowledged need to battle these occurrences full force”.
Issues which arose in the campaign, particularly in attacks on the incumbent Likud government, were Mr Netanyahu’s relationship with US President
Barack Obama over Israeli-Iranian relations in light of the controversy over the Iranian nuclear programme, the stalling of the Israeli-Palestinian peace
process, the 2011 Israeli “social justice” protests and other domestic issues.
The elections for the 19th Knesset (the Israeli Parliament) were held on 22 January 2013 and saw the Likud-Betenu alliance emerge as the largest
faction in the Knesset, winning 31 of the 120 seats. Mr Netanyahu formed Israel’s 33rd government after establishing a coalition holding 68 of the
120 seats in the Knesset with other centre-right groups. Immediately after the establishment of the new government, the American President Barack
Obama arrived in Israel on 20 March 2013 for three days of a friendly, successful and productive visit.

UYNM Georgia

United Young National Movement, www.unm.ge
During 2012-2013 the Youth of the United National Movement has been active in many areas. Activities were focused on strengthening the UYNM
organisational structure, recruiting new members, and expanding the party not only in the capital Tbilisi, but also in the regions. For that purpose a
number of projects have been implemented in the fields of education, environmental protection and healthcare; various seminars and conferences were
organised with the goal to raise the youth’s awareness on topics such as Georgia’s European and Euro-Atlantic integration, advancing the Georgian
education system to the higher European standards, tackling youth unemployment etc.
The UYNM was heavily involved in the pre-election campaign for the parliamentary elections travelling across the country reaching out to voters.
On October 1, 2012 UNM lost the parliamentary elections to the Georgian Dream Coalition, and moved to opposition comprising the only opposition
faction in the Parliament. Due to this, the party is undergoing profound changes and renovation. The same refers to the youth.
Currently the UYNM is working on a new strategy of its future work as the party now faces the new reality, which is reorganisation of the party and
continue securing democracy, the rule of law, free markets and Georgia’s European integration.
Unfortunately, the government already tends to use repressive measures against opposition. UYNM activists are being arrested and charged for peaceful protests, while the UNM Secretary General and leader of the opposition, Vano Merabishvili, remains in custody on unfounded charges.
UYNM is grateful to the EDS Leadership for initiating a statement condemning the 8 February 2013 violence against UNM MPs in Tbilisi.
It should be noted, that on October 1 elections the EDS representatives conducted an international Election Observation Mission to Georgia, which was
highly welcomed by the UYNM.
In light of the above mentioned, involvement in EDS and cooperation with partner organisations across Europe has acquired even more significance
for UYNM. Therefore, UYNM is going to apply for full membership in the upcoming events and continue to stand for EDS’s shared beliefs and common
future endeavours.

FR-LDK Kosovo

Youth Forum – Democratic League of Kosova, www.ldk-ks.eu/patria/forumi-rinor

AKPY Turkey

AK Parti Youth, www.akgenclik.org.tr
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European Democrat Students (EDS) is a pan-European centre-right
student and youth political association representing over 1 600 000
students in 42 member organisations from 35 countries in Europe.
It advocates a free, democratic and united Europe through greater
student mobility and comprehensive education policies across the
continent.
Founded in 1961, EDS is one of the oldest and biggest youth organisations in Europe. The three pillars of EDS originally stood for
Conservatism, Liberalism and Christian-Democracy. Today, EDS has
grown into a large family which has an outlook that is varied, rich and
unique, represented by the name ‘Democrat’: Here, student organisations, political youth organisations as well as center-right NGOs
come together to shape modern centre-right policies for Europe.

@EurDemStu

www.facebook.com/EuropeanDemocratStudents
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